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Michael J. Tessalone
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elcome to the inaugural issue of our new publication, Cannabis
Science and Technology. We are thrilled that our group is a part of
the cutting edge in cannabis science and will help unveil what the
future holds for this industry. In alliance with the Cannabis Science Conference, this new professional journal and website will focus on educating the
legal cannabis industry about the science and technology of analytical testing and quality control, including topics such as
• Sample preparation techniques for analytical testing
• Development of analytical methods for potency testing
• Identifying contaminants such as pesticides, residual solvents,
heavy metals, and mycotoxins

Stephanie Shaffer
Publisher

Quality control for cannabis, extraction, and processing
Laboratory best practices and certiﬁcation
Testing standardization
Regulations related to quality control
Analytical methods for the characterization of cannabinoids and terpenes
With our portfolio of leading science and pharmaceutical brands, including
LCGC, Spectroscopy, Nutritional Outlook, PharmTech, and BioPharm International, we have extensive experience keeping readers in ﬁelds such as analytical chemistry, pharmaceutical development and manufacturing, and nutritional
supplements informed about the latest techniques, best practices, and regulatory information. Given the knowledge and experience we have from producing those thought-provoking and industry-relevant brands, launching Cannabis
Science and Technology is a perfect next step into the future of analytical science. This new publication will mirror the quality of content and circulation that
makes our other publications so successful.
The recent acceleration in the acceptance of cannabis as a valuable medical
treatment places the industry at a critical juncture. With the launch of Cannabis
Science and Technology, we are taking an important step to connect the scientiﬁc community we serve with the fast-growing cannabis industry.
Cannabis Science and Technology will be published quarterly in 2018 and will appear at all the major trade shows this year. Be sure to pick up a copy of our latest issue at the next show near you, or visit our website, www.cannabissciencetech.com,
for the latest information on subscriptions, newsletters, articles, and more.
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Cannabis Science: Taming the Wild West
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elcome to the ﬁrst issue of Cannabis Science and Technology! I am beyond excited to be the editorin-chief of this new publication, which will focus on educating and sharing knowledge with the analytical science community about all scientiﬁc aspects of cannabis. As the push continues to legalize
cannabis in some form in more and more states, there is an important need to address the analytical challenges that go hand in hand with cannabis testing, quality control, and sample preparation. Questions ranging from
which technique to use to how to handle the varying state regulations, and concerns about consumer safety,
Megan L’Heureux
dosing, and legal matters are all topics we plan to address in this publication. Many refer to the cannabis indusEditor-in-Chief
try as the new “wild west,” but it is my belief that analytical science will help bring order to (or tame) the “wild
west” and help raise cannabis to a position of legitimacy in the science, medical, and legal communities.
Before I delve into the great content in this issue, I’d like to tell you a little bit about myself and how this magazine came to
be. I worked on the analytical chemistry publications LCGC North America and Spectroscopy for the past 10 years, spending
the last seven as the managing editor. During that time, I worked very closely with Laura Bush, the editorial director of those
brands. She has been a very supportive colleague and mentor to me over the years. Without Laura this ﬁrst issue would not
be possible, and I would like to thank her tremendously for taking the editorial lead in creating this start-up and organizing the
content for our ﬁrst issue before I was promoted to the editor-in-chief position.
I would also like to extend a heartfelt thank you to Josh Crossney, of JCanna, Inc. and the Cannabis Science Conference,
who partnered with us on this magazine. Through this collaboration, we have built the foundation for what we hope will be
a long-standing publication. Josh is also a contributing editor and will have a feature in each issue called “Cannabis Crossroads.” Here in our ﬁrst issue, he interviews the founders of EVIO Labs and discusses the speciﬁc challenges faced by accredited cannabis testing laboratories.
Edibles are a complex matrix to analyze because of the various forms they can come in and the other components involved
in the samples. In this issue, Kevin A. Schug, of the University of Texas at Arlington, and his colleagues take a look at different
edibles based on their composition, and discuss various sample preparation strategies that may be appropriate for analyzing
the different products. Metals testing is another hot-button topic in the cannabis industry that Andrew P. Fornadel and his colleagues from Shimadzu Scientiﬁc Instruments tackle in this issue. Fornadel’s article presents an overview of analytical methodologies that can be used for metals testing as well as the challenges facing the analyst and notes on regulatory stipulations.
Another area that causes concern in the cannabis industry is pesticide testing. Many states have different requirements and testing levels for various pesticides, which leads to problems when laboratories are tasked with testing cannabis samples without speciﬁc guidelines to follow. Here, Joseph Konschnik, of Restek Corporation, and his coauthors, describe a collaborative public–private partnership where state government agencies worked side by side with laboratories and growers toward a common goal of
agreeing to analytical procedures to determine method detection limits using an industry-standard approach. In another article,
Katherine K. Stenerson and Gary Oden of MilliporeSigma discuss several steps that were developed to improve the work ﬂow in
the analysis of pesticide residues from cannabis plant material by liquid chromatography–tandem mass spectrometry and gas chromatography–tandem mass spectrometry. The goals of the study were to optimize the extraction and analysis process to reduce
sample background, improve pesticide recoveries, and allow direct injection of QuEChERS (quick, easy, cheap, effective, rugged,
and safe) extracts, without dilution, for high performance liquid chromatography analysis.
In addition, we have a short tutorial on the QuEChERS method of dispersive solid-phase extraction in which Douglas E.
Raynie, of South Dakota State University, explains how the method and salting out are applied to the analysis of cannabinoids
of interest. Christian Sweeney, of Cannabistry Labs, describes a goal-oriented approach to extraction processes. Sweeney explains that the wide range of options available has left processors questioning the best method for their extractions, but a
goal-oriented approach that focuses on ﬁnding the best ﬁt between process and physicochemical product attributes is critical.
We also have two great opinion pieces, one from Susan Audino of S.A. Audino & Associates, LLC, and the other from Cindy Orser of Digipath Labs. Audino
discusses the basic principles of quality assurance and laboratory accreditation as
well as the current status of voluntary methods in development. Orser addresses
the overproliferation of cannabis strains and the need for cannabis cultivar authentication. Enjoy our ﬁrst issue and be sure to come back for more in June!
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Partitron CPC with 4 to 6 litre demo
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discounted prices, for non-ATEX or ATEX
research or process trial applications,
prior to purchase consideration.

Take crude tar like sample.
CCC or CPC can potentially
obtain pure targets in one
run, without fear of column
contamination or compound loss.

STOP THE PRESSES:
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PARTITRON CPC FOR THE
PRICE OF 25 LITRES!!!

QUATRO PILOTPREPS SOLD IN
THE USA, WITH ONE INSTRUMENT,
3 CPC ROTOR OPTIONS (4.2 LITRE
PROCESS + 180 & 360 ML TRIAL).

Quattro CCC & CPC for use standard solvent
extractions/chromatography, and for use with ionic
liquids, liquid ion exchange or chelating agents. Option
remote electronics/touchscreen computer for use
extreme-hazards glove-box applications.

GUIDE PRICING TO ASSIST YOUR BUDGETING.
Scale-up mg/g/10’s grams, Laboratory Scale to Multiple Tonnes Per Annum, Process Scale.
If your Liquid-Liquid Chromatography, CCC or CPC budget below UK POUNDS:
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Contact AECS-QuikPrep Ltd. Managing Director personally on Int. UK Code: 783 876 1524
NEW EXCLUSIVE COUNTRY DISTRIBUTORS REQUIRED.
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Cannabis Science a Big Hit at Pittcon
The annual Pittcon Conference and Expo was held February 26–March 1, 2018, in Orlando, Florida, and featured a few
tracks and special events dedicated to cannabis science.
Joshua M. Crossney, of JCanna, Inc., organized the second annual “Analytical Cannabis Symposium,” which took
place on Monday, February 26, 2018. The symposium was
very well attended, with standing-room only during certain
talks and several interesting audience questions throughout. The ﬁrst talk was given by Crossney and was titled
“Building Bridges: Cannabis Science Education and Medical Reform.” Crossney discussed his efforts, as well as the
efforts of other leaders in the ﬁeld, to educate, empower,
and inform the public about cannabis. Crossney cited speciﬁc articles, symposia, conferee networking sessions, and
his own Cannabis Science Conference and “Canna Boot
Camp” hands-on workshop as great sources to learn more
about cannabis. The second talk, “Why Is Sample Preparation So Important?” was given by Sandy Mangan of SPEX
SamplePrep. Mangan discussed the need for sample
preparation in cannabis from a safety perspective, offering advice on the best tools to use for sample preparation,
the different methods to prepare samples for potency and
pesticide testing, and how to make informed decisions to
get the best results. Next, Bob Clifford of Shimadzu Scientiﬁc Instruments gave a talk titled “A Survey of Analytical Instruments Used in the Cannabis Testing Industry.”
Clifford discussed the various analytical instruments that
are required for testing potency proﬁling, terpene proﬁling, contaminate testing for pesticides, residual solvents,
heavy metals, mycotoxins and aﬂatoxins, moisture content, and medical research.
After a brief recess, the “Analytical Cannabis Symposium” resumed with a talk from Anthony Macherone of Agilent Technologies and Johns Hopkins. Macherone’s talk
was titled “Cannabinoid Quantitation in Hemp Oils Using
LC–UV-MS Based Solutions.” He discussed a study in which
ultrahigh-pressure liquid chromatography (UHPLC) and
mass spectrometry were used to determine potency and
quantitatively proﬁle the 11 most commonly targeted cannabinoids in commercially available products. Finally, Julie
Kowalski of Trace Analytics gave a talk titled “Reassessing
Potency Analysis: Investigation of Interferences and Method Speciﬁcity Using Liquid Chromatography–Ultraviolet
Detection and Tandem Mass Spectrometry.” Kowalski’s
talk focused on her research using a simple isocratic chromatographic method that allowed resolution of isobaric

cannabinoids. She also used the selectivity of liquid chromatography–tandem mass spectrometry (LC–MS/MS) to
quantify cannabinoids in a variety of cannabis matrices.
Crossney was also the facilitator for the second annual
conferee networking session on cannabis called “Cannabis Testing Forum: New Opportunities for Enhancing Quality and Expanding Research.” Again, this session was very
well attended with standing-room only for the duration of
the 90 minutes. Crossney led the discussion with key topics
for consideration such as areas that need improvement in
cannabis science and also left it open for participants to ask
their own questions.
Other cannabis-related events were held at Pittcon as
well. Josh Crossney gave a presentation at Pittcon’s NEXUS Theater titled “Cannabis Quality Control Testing and
Research Updates.” There was another conferee networking session titled “Quality in the Cannabis Industry,” facilitated by Michelle Bradac of A2LA. Finally, there was an
oral session titled “SFC Applications for the Cannabis
Industry,” given by J. Preston of Phenomenex.
To read the full news piece on cannabis coverage at
Pittcon 2018, please visit www.cannabissciencetech.com/
pittcon-2018-cannabis.

The 4th Annual Emerald
Conference: Two Days for Science
The 4th annual Emerald Conference hosted by Emerald Scientiﬁc was held February 15–16, 2018, in San Diego, California. The conference featured two days of technical talks
from various leaders in the cannabis industry, an exhibit hall,
and a poster session.
The ﬁrst day of the conference was kicked off with
opening remarks from Ken Snoke, the president of Emerald Scientiﬁc. Snoke set the tone for the conference
with the statement that they created this conference for
the science, explaining that data and science go hand
in hand. Snoke also mentioned the great feeling of discovery that comes with science. He called on the attendees to bring their observations, data, and experience to the meeting, which hopefully will lead to further
discoveries in cannabis science. Indeed, throughout
the two days of the conference there were many exciting talks and networking opportunities.
To read the full news piece on the 2018 Emerald Conference, please visit www.cannabissciencetech.com/
emerald-conference-2018.
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Opinion

Can Analytical Testing Quality Be
Assured in the Cannabis Industry?
There is no dispute that cannabis is a complex plant often used as a botanical drug, food, food
ingredient, and textile. With no federal oversight, regulatory bodies of the now 29 United States and
the District of Columbia where cannabis is legal in some form, are tasked with ensuring product safety
to their constituents. Most states require ﬁnished product testing by the International Organization
for Standardization and the International Electrotechnical Commission (ISO/IEC) 17025 accredited
laboratories. Laboratory accreditation to ISO/IEC 17025 represents a laboratory’s commitment to
develop protocols to ensure quality practices are implemented and includes the attestation of their
competence by an independent third party. Whenever possible or when mandated, analytical labs
rely on published consensus and standard test methods or to validate their modiﬁcations to such
methods to perform the necessary work. Although standard methods are in development by scientiﬁc
organizations such as AOAC International and ASTM, as of this writing there is not a single published
compendial or consensus method for the most typical assays used in the cannabis industry. This article
discusses basic principles of quality assurance and laboratory accreditation, and the current status of
voluntary methods in development. A ﬁnal intent of this article is to provide unique insight into the
challenges associated with testing cannabis amidst the federal prohibition.
Susan Audino
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he origins of cannabis appear to be rooted in
Central Asia, with evidence of ﬁber use dating to
10,000 BC (1) and medicinal use dating to 3000 BC
(2–4). For centuries, this robust plant has been purposed
and repurposed in textiles, foods, medicines, and agricultural crop remediation around the globe (1,3–5). The
medicinal utility of the plant eventually made its way
to the West around 1839, largely from the clinical work
and advocacy of William O’Shaughnessy (3,6). Recognizing the beneﬁcial contributions in medicine, cannabis was formally introduced to the United States around
1850 and was included in the United States Pharmacopeia
(USP) from 1851 to 1942 (7). Physicians and researchers
supported the use of cannabis for myriad diseases and
disorders. For example, in 1860 the Ohio State Medical
Society’s Committee on Cannabis Indica reported efﬁcacy of cannabis for treatment of stomach cramps, postpartum depression, and venereal diseases (1). Cannabis,
however, wasn’t the only “medicinal” agent in use during the latter half of the 19th century—opium-containing products were commonplace for treatment of nearly
any malady. With no requirement for labeling, products
were marketed as “cure-alls” with the result being an accidental, or at least incidental, opium-addicted population (8). Although physicians recognized the deleterious

effects, they were not able to contain or reverse the problem, thus leading the way for regulatory intervention.
In the interest of consumer safety, the US Congress enacted the Pure Foods and Drugs Act in 1906 (reorganized to the
US Food and Drug Administration [FDA] in 1930) as a mechanism to ensure the quality and safety of food and drug products. Established laws required speciﬁc labeling for certain
products known to contain designated “poisons” such as alcohol, morphine, and cannabis (9). The Harrison Act of 1914,
which declared cannabis use illegal, and the Marihuana Tax
Act of 1937, essentially banned cannabis from further medical use and halted relevant research (3). Federal controls
over drugs and food were further tightened when the Pure
Foods and Drugs Act was subsequently replaced by the
Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act in 1938 (9). The Controlled Substances Act in 1970 established a classiﬁcation
system for certain drugs and maintained the earlier declarations of the dangers of cannabis. The ensuing drug scheduling system continues to classify a substance based on its
potential for abuse and medical value. Since 1970 cannabis
has been designated on the most restrictive level, Schedule
I, implicating it as a substance with potential for abuse, and
no medicinal value (11) and by federal law, illegal to possess
or distribute. Even with the Schedule I classiﬁcation of cannabis, science has been moving forward (and succeeding) to
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Figure 1: Parallel paths to consumer safety.

characterize cannabis and empirically
elucidating potential contributions for
its use in medical applications (12) including the identiﬁcation of an endogenous cannabinoid system (13).
An insurgence against the federal
prohibition of cannabis has been gaining momentum for more than three
decades and shows no signs of slowing.
As of this writing, 29 states in the United States plus the District of Columbia have sanctioned cannabis use for
medically compromised or recreational (adult) consumers. A memo issued
by Deputy Attorney General James M.
Cole (also known as the “Cole Memo”)
in 2013 provided guidance to indicate
that federal enforcement agencies
would be unlikely to prosecute “individuals with cancer or other serious illnesses who use marijuana as part of
a recommended treatment regimen
consistent with applicable state law”
(14). This memo essentially positioned
the governing states with responsibility to ensure consumer safety. Paradoxically, where states were one day
prosecuting individuals for cannabis
possession, they immediately became
guardians and regulatory bodies for
this federally illicit substance.

Deﬁning Safety
For cannabis consumers, particularly
those who are medically compromised,
product safety is exceptionally important. Before we can discuss the merits
of how to ensure safety, we must ﬁrst
deﬁne safety, as it can have different

applications. Measures of safety are
bifurcated along different, yet parallel paths (refer to Figure 1). Along the
ﬁrst path “safe” refers to, for example, the product’s effectiveness as a
drug to treat medical speciﬁed conditions, determination of its toxicology,
and opportunities to mitigate known
contraindications. These elements are
generally part of product or drug development schemes that typically require International Conference of Harmonization (ICH) quality guidelines
(15), which are also subject to short
and long-term monitoring programs.
Along the second path, the regulation
of safe products refers to assurance
that products are correctly labeled
and prohibitive additives or adulterants are absent. This “truth in labeling”
was a prime intent of the Pure Foods
and Drug Act of 1906 and is an element
of the FDA’s Food Safety Modernization Act of 2011 (16). Although these
two paths toward safety are parallel
and critically important, they do not
contradict each other and should be
routinely implemented as part of good
laboratory practices (GLP), good management practices (GMP), or good
clinical practices (GCP) quality systems.
These are typically referred to as “GxP”
quality processes. GLP establishes a
quality system framework used to support a laboratory research plan and
performance of nonclinical health and
safety studies in food, drug, biological
products, and medical devices. These
are regulations published in the Code
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of Federal Regulations, 21CFR part 58,
and are enforced by the FDA (17). GMP,
however, represent quality system requirements to ensure pharmaceutical
products are consistently manufactured to product speciﬁcation (18). Finally, GCP refers to a system of internationally accepted guidelines, also
adopted by the FDA, for scientiﬁc quality standards relative to clinical studies
involving human subjects (19).
Although the FDA has approved
Marinol and Syndros, which are single-compound synthetic forms of Δ9tetrahydrocannabinol, for certain medical conditions including nausea from
chemotherapy and weight loss associated with AIDS (20), they have also
clearly stated that there is no medical
condition approved for the prescription of cannabis and there are no (botanical) cannabis or cannabis-derived
drugs available to date (20). The FDA
does, however, provide a pathway forward for cannabis drug development
by supporting the Agricultural Act of
2014, which permits universities and
state agriculture departments to cultivate cannabis for the explicit purpose
to research its industrial potential (17).
This paper refrains from discussion on
cannabis drug development and the
medical utility or medical safety of
cannabis, and instead focuses on the
characteristics of the raw or ﬁnished
product.
Of the 29 states and the District of
Columbia, all but ﬁve require some degree of laboratory analysis of ﬁnished
products, including dried ﬂower. Unlike other commodities such as food
and feed, cannabis is afforded no federal regulatory oversight and hence,
no regulated target values of analytes.
Where cannabis use is legal, most regulatory divisions or jurisdictions require some degree of third-party testing ranging from minimal to exhaustive
analytical proﬁles. Typical protocols include, for example, identiﬁcation and
quantitation of select cannabinoids,
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determination of solvent residues,
qualitative or quantitative determination of mycotoxins, as well as the identiﬁcation and quantitation of pesticide
residues, quantitation of moisture, water activity, heavy metals analysis, identiﬁcation of microorganisms, and various fungi. Product testing such as this
is not new to analytical laboratories. In
fact, many large-scale manufacturers
(for example, food, feed, pharmaceutical, and tobacco) have quality assurance labs within their production facilities tasked to ensure that products
are developed and manufactured according to speciﬁcation before release
for public distribution. In industries
like pharmaceuticals and food, however, testing is required by a regulatory body like the FDA or the Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS) under

the US Department of Agriculture to
ensure products are accurately tested without bias, providing consumers
conﬁdence in their products.

Challenges to Ensuring
Cannabis Product Safety
Laboratories testing cannabis and
cannabis-infused products are challenged on several fronts. First and
perhaps foremost, this complex (15)
plant itself comprises nearly 500 compounds, at least 100 of which are cannabinoids, 120 terpenes, and dozens
of ﬂavonoids (22–24). By their very nature, many of the cannabis compounds
are likely to interact with one another
(15), requiring keen attention to component stabilities. Concentrations
of constituents are inconsistent between structures within a single plant
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(such as ﬂower, leaf, or stem) (22,25),
which is further complicated when different cannabis strains are commingled and (theoretically) homogenized.
This implies that sampling and subsampling are the most critical steps in
testing. Further, cannabis plant material is prone to degradation and subsequent reactions (24), thus representing
a dynamic and complex system where
identiﬁcation of single constituents is
challenging at best, even under ideal conditions. Depending on the extraction technology used, the process
may facilitate sample–product degradation. For example, cannabinoids
are carboxylated in their natural state
and may decarboxylate when processed in a mechanical grinder. Furthermore, Hazecamp and colleagues reported that some cannabinoids may
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be oxidized and isomerized while in
the gas chromatography (GC) injector
port and column, well before the sample reaches the oven (25).

The Lack of Certiﬁed
Reference Standards for
Laboratory Proﬁciency Tests
Analytical testing laboratories in most
industries rely on the use of high-purity
and well-characterized reference materials, preferably certiﬁed reference
materials (CRM) accredited to the International Organization for Standardization and the International Electrotechnical Commission (ISO/IEC) 17034
(formerly ISO/IEC Guide 34) to validate analytical test methods. Currently there are more than a dozen cannabinoid CRMs available through several
providers. The rigor of CRM formulation is susceptible, however, to timely and strict environmental conditions
and processing to avoid in situ deterioration during manufacture, and then in
the laboratory following purchase.
In most industries, third-party testing laboratories participate in commercially available proﬁciency test (PT) or
interlaboratory comparison (ILC) programs as indicators of analytic competence. Many industries, including
food and feed, purchase commercially
available PT schemes that are accredited to ISO/IEC 17043, representing
the most rigorous material characterization. Although there are differences between PT and ILC schemes, the
intent of both is to provide a laboratory the opportunity to compare test
results of a speciﬁed sample with the
results of other participating laboratories. Presently, there are no accredited
PT schemes available for the cannabis
industry, nor is there an ILC program
that utilizes a representative cannabis
sample. Simply stated, this void exists
because cannabis products cannot be
legally shipped across state boundaries. Consequently, cannabis laboratories resort to purchasing commercial

products that are essentially reference
materials prepared at concentrations
to accommodate legal transfer across
state lines. With no method guidelines and no real extraction to perform,
these samples are often referred to as
“dilute and shoot” mixed proﬁciency
samples. The resulting data represent
an interlaboratory comparison of each
laboratory’s skill at recovering the analytes of interest. It is noteworthy that
there is no cannabis plant reference
material with well characterized analytes and no clean surrogate that could
be enhanced with cannabinoid CRMs
to provide a realistic determination of
laboratory proﬁciency.

Laboratory Accreditation
Many of the states that require cannabis-product testing by third-party laboratories also require that laboratories be accredited to ISO/IEC 17025 by
a recognized accreditation body (AB).
ISO/IEC 17025 is the pinnacle international standard of accreditation for
laboratory quality and technical competence. The accreditation process
relies on a uniform approach of technical assessment, shown to increase
conﬁdence in data through traceability and reproducibility (36). Accreditation bodies are themselves accredited
to ISO/IEC 17011 and subject to peer
evaluations in the cooperative. Popular ABs for the United States cannabis industry are the American Association for Laboratory Accreditation
(A2LA), ANSI-ASQ National Accreditation Board (ANAB), and Perry Johnson
Laboratory Accreditation (PJLA). The
fundamental difference between a
certiﬁcation program such as ISO/IEC
9001 and ISO/IEC 17025 is that 17025
accreditation is the determination
of technical competence to perform
speciﬁed methods by an independent
and impartial third party, whereas ISO/
IEC 9001 certiﬁcation means a laboratory has a quality management system.
Governments and regulatory bodies
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worldwide have embraced ISO/IEC
17025 as a means to establish conﬁdence that the laboratory product (derived data) is quality driven.

Standard and Consensus Test
Methods: What Is the Difference?
Prescribed practices, including analytical laboratory test methods, can be
developed by any person, laboratory,
or organization and may be promoted
as “standard practices.” Before implementing a standard of any sort, however, users should thoroughly investigate
and appraise the basis of the standard
practice and also evaluate the history
and credibility of the person or organization that developed the standard. In
terms of standard analytical test methods, once a method is published in a
scientiﬁc journal, it may be adopted
by any laboratory and referenced as a
published method. The term consensus methods, however, refers to methods that have undergone an extensive
peer-review process, through which
participants have reached consensus on the utility and speciﬁcation of
a given method. Typically, as consensus methods become preferred or required by a governing body, they are
referenced as “standard methods.”
One of the more technical requirements of ISO/IEC 17025 is the application of analytical methods that are
scientiﬁcally sound. Most often, laboratories will choose standard or consensus test methods that have been
peer-reviewed where major performance parameters including measurement uncertainty have been speciﬁed.
Laboratories adopting these standard
methods must demonstrate the ability to properly implement the methods
before introducing actual test samples. On occasion, a laboratory may
choose to modify an existing standard method. In this case, the laboratory must demonstrate equivalency
of the modiﬁed method to the standard method. This process is referred to
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as method veriﬁcation. In the absence
of standard methods, laboratories are
compelled to develop and validate
their own methods. ISO/IEC 8402 deﬁnes method validation as “the conﬁrmation by examination and provision
of objective evidence that the particular requirements for a speciﬁc intended use are fulﬁlled” (27). AOAC
International, ASTM, and the American Chemical Society (ACS) have published guidelines for single laboratory
method validation. In general, method
validation studies must demonstrate
statistically sound performance with
respect to precision, accuracy, speciﬁcity, linearity, selectivity, detection
limit, limit of quantitation, and so on,
and must also include measurements
of uncertainty (28,29).
Currently, there are no standard test
methods available for dried cannabis
ﬂower or any other cannabis matrix.
Several scientiﬁc organizations have
embraced stakeholder needs and are
actively developing standard methods: AOAC International, American
Oil Chemist Society (AOCS), ASTM International, and the US Pharmacopeia
(USP). Each of these institutions carries a long and rich service history of
developing standards as elements to
the provision of consumer safety. The
AOAC was initially formed under the US
Department of Agriculture in 1884 as
the Association of Agricultural Chemists, and through the years became an
independent and international organization encompassing all branches of
science that affect (predominantly) the
food and feed industries. Many of the
voluntary methods approved by the
AOAC’s Ofﬁcial Method Board are recognized as industry standards by the
FDA and other regulatory bodies (27).
Similarly, ASTM International was established in 1898 to address stakeholder needs for standard speciﬁcations for
materials. Since its inception, ASTM
formed many communities designed
to identify and address their speciﬁc
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needs. Although developed methods
are intended to be available for voluntary use by stakeholders, they often
become recognized as industry standards (31). Formed as the Society of Cotton Products Analysts 1909, the AOCS
has been providing voluntary methods
for the oil and fat communities (32). Finally, the USP was established in 1820
to provide a formulary of medicines to
ensure public safety. Over the years,
they have developed standards for
food ingredients, medicines, and dietary supplements (33). As with the other organizations, the USP is not a regulatory body, but their standards are
enforceable by the FDA.
In 2016, the AOAC International formed a Cannabis Advisory Panel and Cannabis Working Group. They
have since developed several standard
method performance requirements
(SMPRs) for analytical methods, and an
Expert Review Panel is currently evaluating candidate methods. In 2017 the
ASTM formed Cannabis Division, D37,
that has identiﬁed subcommittees to
address the broad spectrum of stakeholder needs such as personnel, cultivation, laboratory testing, process and
handling, and security and transportation. Also in 2017, D37 hosted a cannabis and hemp workshop in Berlin to engage with European stakeholders. The
AOCS has also embraced the opportunity and are working with stakeholders to develop standard test methods.
Establishing and vetting these methods is neither easy nor quick; however,
each organization is diligently at work.
Once established, most consensus or
standard test methods endure for decades because of their sound and solid
scientiﬁc foundations.

Summary and Outlook
In summary, cannabis has been around
for at least 5000 years and much of its
history has been held in high regard for
its many uses in rituals, medicines, textiles, and personal pleasure. However,
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for the past 120 years or so, the pendulum has swung from open acceptance
to complete prohibition. The past decade has witnessed this shift once again,
where in the United States there remains a federal prohibition, but more
than half of the United States has legalized some form of cannabis use.
Effectively, the United States cannabis industry is subject to 30 independent operating systems managed by jurisdictions or state governments that
historically prosecuted the industry.
Where consumers of similar commodities are afforded protection by one or
more federal body, individual states
are tasked with this challenge and unfortunately not all of them have recognized the necessity for product testing.
Admittedly, cannabis product testing
is not always straightforward. For example, an analytical method to extract,
identify, and quantitate cannabinoids
in a chocolate bar is not likely to perform similarly in a chewing gum matrix.
The inherent complexities of the
cannabis plant, the vast number of matrices in which it may present, and the
number of modes by which it can enter a person’s body creates a dynamic
analytical challenge. Assuring quality
in cannabis testing requires simultaneous movement along multiple pathways, beginning with consistent regulatory requirements. States that have
legalized cannabis use have a responsibility to their constituents to ensure
products are as safe as possible, and
should honor that commitment by providing the necessary resources to relevant organizations. This begins with
quality manufacturing as well as quality testing of ﬁnished products by thirdparty testing laboratories. Laboratories should be compelled to operate
transparently and competently, as determined by an independent third party and not by self-declaration. Laboratory accreditation to ISO/IEC 17025
attests to quality assurance. Quality
control, however, is the responsibility
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of laboratories. Among other factors,
effective quality control requires access to well-characterized and standardized materials that are not limited
by state boundaries. Organizations
such as AOAC, AOCS, USP, and ASTM
are working with scientists and stakeholder communities to establish consensus methods built upon sound
science as one element of consumer protection. In the end, however, ensuring the safety of cannabis products
requires a host of conditions that have
yet to be met.
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Empowering the Cannabis Consumer in
a Rapidly Expanding Global Market
The overproliferation of cannabis strains following the establishment of cannabis-complicit states
in the United States has led to confusion and resulted in a lack of transparency for the consumer at
the dispensary.
Cindy Orser

A

s various states in the United States are starting up
cannabis programs one by one with little cooperation or standardization, entire countries are doing
so with efﬁciency at the same pace. Globally, about 2.25%
of the population consumes cannabis. Both medical and
recreational cannabis make up a multibillion-dollar global
industry. Lawful cannabis programs have already been implemented in Canada, Mexico, the United Kingdom, the
Netherlands, Australia, Germany, Italy, Israel, Poland, the
Czech Republic, Uruguay, Peru, South Africa, and other
countries, regardless of global drug policy. Most of these
countries regulate cannabis as a medicine. Israel in particular is at least 10 years ahead of the United States in instituting standardization in the production and extraction of
cannabis for clinical trials leading to patented drug products in line to gain approval from the US Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) and entry into the lucrative prescription drug market in the United States. Cannabis companies
stateside need to play catch up to gain market share, starting with distinguishing the staggering number of cannabis
strains being grown.
The overproliferation of cannabis strains following the
establishment of cannabis-complicit states in the United
States has led to confusion and resulted in a lack of transparency for the consumer at the dispensary. In Washington
state alone, more than 39,000 cannabis strains are being
grown. Further confounding the situation for the recreational cannabis consumer and patient is the sole reliance
placed on tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) content to establish the inherent value of ﬂower rather than taking the entirety of the pharmacologically active chemoproﬁle of the
plant into account. Both state regulators and cannabis
testing laboratories can help relieve the growing uncertainty. Regulators should institute broader chemical proﬁling, genotyping, and mandatory cannabis cultivar registration with speciﬁc criteria required before ever growing
the cultivar. And those cannabis testing laboratories that
go beyond simply quantifying cannabinoid potency and
quality assurance are in a unique position to demystify

cannabis strains through expanded chemometrics, genotyping, and consumer education. Both approaches are
aimed to give cannabis consumers more conﬁdence in
what they are purchasing. On the upside, ﬁndings indicate
that cannabis consumers are willing to pay a premium for
genotyped, authenticated ﬂower.
Because the vast majority of cannabis being grown in the
United States is a Type I drug-type deﬁned as having a cannabidiolic acid–tetrahydrocannabinolic acid (CBDA:THCA)
ratio of <0.5, various efforts have been underway to make
sense of cannabis strain names through the use of data analytics on broader cannabis ﬂower chemoproﬁles. It turns
out that cannabis terpenoids not only imbue pharmacologically important attributes, but uniquely provide a basis for
a secondary nomenclature after established cannabinoid
content. We, and others, have shown that while unique terpenoid chemoproﬁle patterns exist and can be assigned to
a cannabis cultivar, the absolute amounts of any given terpenoid can be inﬂuenced by genetic, epigenetics, environmental, and cultivation factors.
The self-inﬂicted confusion within the United States cannabis industry is an opportunity to demonstrate ingenuity against the rapidly maturing global cannabis industry,
where outdoor growing costs are a fraction of the indoor
energy intensive grows here. Throwing out unnecessary
impediments is a priority, starting with nonstandard strain
naming in favor of the agronomic and horticultural practice of registered “cultivar” names based on full genome
sequencing and broad chemometrics to allow for consistent, reproducibly effective comparisons within the United
States cannabis industry and enable trademarking or patenting of speciﬁc cultivars. As the industry rapidly evolves
toward big agriculture versus boutique cannabis growers,
cannabis cultivar authentication will be a key to success and
keeping market share in the United States.
Cindy Orser, PhD, is the Chief Science Officer with Digipath
Labs in Las Vegas, Nevada. Direct correspondence to:
cindy@digipath.com
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Choosing Analytical Tools to Assess
Complex Cannabis-Infused Matrices
Cannabis is currently one of the most widely studied plants in the world because of the medicinal
and pharmaceutical beneﬁts of its natural products. These beneﬁts are primarily attributed to the
presence of cannabinoids and terpenes, which can elicit myriad molecular responses. The increased
interest in cannabis has led to a deeper knowledge of modern pharmacopeia, not only with respect
to the all the possible medical beneﬁts of cannabis constituents and their respective biochemical
mechanisms of action, but also in reference to a comprehensive spectrum of its components within
the contexts of discovery and quality control. Cannabis products can be found in many shapes
and forms ranging from the raw plant material to extracts, which can be consumed directly or incorporated into a variety of products designed for human consumption. Such edible products can
encapsulate cannabis constituents in a variety of different matrices, which require different sample
preparation considerations because of their variable complexity and proﬁles of interferences. In
many cases, edibles represent a signiﬁcant challenge because there are many different types that
can be prepared, each one of which may require different suitable sample preparation techniques to
isolate the cannabinoids for an effective analytical determination. Here, different edibles have been
considered based on their composition, and different sample preparation strategies are discussed
that may be appropriate for analyzing different products. The choices for different sample preparation methods have been considered based on prior food chemistry literature. This information is
adapted to provide recommendations for the targeted determination of cannabinoids within the
context of each method, the matrix of interest, and subsequent choice of instrumental determination, such as liquid chromatography or gas chromatography. We focus on the different research
approaches used in the past for the comprehensive analysis of cannabis and related products. Challenges and the possible solutions will be highlighted to provide insight into what the future may
require in terms of more reliable methods for the characterization of cannabinoids in complex matrices, such as edibles.
Allegra Leghissa, Zacariah L. Hildenbrand, and Kevin A. Schug

A

s of 2017, 29 states in the United States plus the
District of Columbia support the legal use of
medicinal Cannabis sativa and Cannabis indica, eight of which also allow recreational use (1). These
numbers illustrate the importance of performing proper quality assurance (QA) and quality control (QC) with
a comprehensive analysis of all cannabis products that
should include the cannabinoids (the main components
of the plant that confer its psychoactivity and medical
beneﬁ ts) and terpenes, but also any potential contaminants, such as pesticides, growth regulators, heavy metals, microbes, pests, and residual solvents (Table I) (2–4).
More than 100 different putative cannabinoids
have been discovered in cannabis, 10 of which are

ubiquitously found in numerous cultivars (Table II lists
the more prevalent cannabinoids) (1,5–10). Some of
these are well known, such as Δ9 -tetrahydrocannabinol
(Δ9 -THC, the main psychoactive component) and cannabidiol (CBD, has the widest range of reported medical benefits). However, it is believed that the therapeutic effects of cannabis are not exclusively attributable
to any single cannabinoid, but rather to their synergistic effects when administered in different combinations
and in concert with numerous terpenes (11).
Terpenes are a class of molecules found in cannabis
that are primarily responsible for odor and fragrances,
while exhibiting antimicrobial, antioxidant, and antiinflammatory properties. More than 30,000 terpenes
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Table I: List of pertinent biological and chemical contaminants that can arise during the various stages of cannabis cultivation and product management. Detection of any of these above their designated safety level renders the product in question unsafe for consumption.
Contaminant

Classification

Safety Level

Spider mite

Biological-insect

<1*

Fungus gnat

Biological-insect

<1

Leaf Miner

Biological-insect

<1

Aphid

Biological-insect

<1

Aspergillus ﬂavus

Biological-fungi

<1 CFU/g*

Aspergillus fumigatus

Biological-fungi

<1 CFU/g

Aspergillus niger

Biological-fungi

<1 CFU/g

Aspergillus terreus

Biological-fungi

<1 CFU/g

Total mold and yeast

Biological-fungi

<10,000 CFU/g

E. coli

Biological-bacterium

<100 CFU/g

H7:0157 E. coli

Biological-bacterium

<1 CFU/g

Pseudomonas aeruginosa

Biological-bacterium

<1 CFU/g

Clostridium botulinum

Biological-bacterium

<1 CFU/g

Salmonella enterica

Biological-bacterium

<1 CFU/g

Listeria monocytogenes

Biological-bacterium

<1 CFU/g

Myclobutanil (Eagle 20)

Chemical-fungicide

<0.5 ppm†

Quinoxyfen

Chemical-fungicide

<0.5 ppm

Azoxystrobin

Chemical-fungicide

<0.5 ppm

Difenoconazole

Chemical-fungicide

<0.5 ppm

Imidacloprid

Chemical-pesticide

<0.5 ppm

beta-Cyﬂuthrin

Chemical-pesticide

<0.5 ppm

Bifenthrin

Chemical-pesticide

<0.5 ppm

Paclobutrazol

Chemical-growth regulator

<0.5 ppm

Daminozide

Chemical-growth regulator

<0.5 ppm

Propane

Chemical-hydrocarbon

500 ppm

Isobutane

Chemical-hydrocarbon

500 ppm

n-Butane

Chemical-hydrocarbon

500 ppm

Hexane

Chemical-hydrocarbon

290 ppm

Chemical-alcohol

3000 ppm

Methanol
Ethanol

Chemical-alcohol

5000 ppm

Isopropanol

Chemical-alcohol

500 ppm

Acetonitrile

Chemical-solvent

410 ppm

Acetone

Chemical-solvent

500 ppm

Chemical-solvent

60 ppm

Chloroform

*CFU = colony-forming units;

†ppm

= parts per million

exist in the natural world, 100 of
which have been detected in cannabis. These molecules all derive
from isoprene subunits and can be
categorized based on the number
of C atoms: hemiterpenes (C 5 ),

monoterpenes (C10 ), sesquiterpenes (C15 ), diterpenes (C 20 ), and sesteterpenes (C 25 ) (1,12,13). Terpenes
from the same categories may be
differentiated based on the number
of double bonds, but also based on
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the position of the double bonds
or atom connectivity. This compound class is characterized by a
large number of isomeric structures,
which makes their individual speciation challenging. Another category
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of terpenes are the so-called “oxygenated terpenoids,” which differ
because of the presence of one or
more O atoms. Some of the most
common terpenes are technically terpenoids, since they contain at
least one O atom (for example, linalool belongs to this group) (12).
To satisfy consumers’ different
tastes, there are different ways to
consume or use cannabis, with the
most popular means being through
smoking plant material, utilizing
sublingual tinctures, and consuming edibles (14). The latter is sometimes preferred because edibles
are said to be more discreet for
consumers, and the toxins linked to
smoking can be avoided (14). Another reason why edibles are becoming so important is because of their
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longer-lasting psychoactive effects.
Edibles usually provide peak effects
at 2–4 h after ingestion, in contrast
to the peak at 20–30 min following
inhalation (14). The reason for this
difference is the pathway by which
Δ9 -THC is metabolized throughout
the human body. After consumption and once in the liver, Δ9 -THC
is hydrolyzed enzymatically (mainly, cytochrome P450) to 11-hydroxy(11-OHΔ9 -tetrahydrocannabinol
Δ9 -THC) (14–16). This metabolite
confers higher psychoactivity than
Δ9 -THC, and it is actually believed
to be a more active form of the cannabinoid, since it is able to cross
the blood–brain barrier more easily (14–16). Analysis performed on
blood has shown that 11-OH-Δ9 THC is found at higher levels in
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the human body after cannabis ingestion compared to inhalation
(14). However, this metabolic difference can result in undesirable effects. Because of the delayed onset
of Δ9 -THC during ingestion, inexperienced consumers can consume
greater amounts than what is suggested, leading to adverse effects.
As such, properly dosing of cannabis edibles, which is guided by the
accurate quantification of the psychotropic cannabinoids, is of paramount importance for individuals
who wish to retain the therapeutic benefits of cannabis without the
potential pulmonary impacts that
can result from smoking.
The scope of this review includes
an overview of traditional analytical methods for cannabis natural
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Table II: The 10 classes of cannabinoids
Name

Abbreviation

Structure

Medical Benefits

Cannabigerol

CBG

Sleep aid, inhibits cancer cell
growth, slows bacterial growth,
promotes bone growth (5)

Cannabichromene

CBC

Inhibits cancer cell growth, promotes
bone growth, reduces inﬂammation, pain
reliever, antibacterial, antifungal,
antidepressant (5–7)

Cannabidiol

CBD

Antibacterial, inhibits cancer cell growth,
neuroprotective, reduces seizures
and convulsions, reduces blood sugar
levels, reduces inﬂammation, reduces
risk of artery blockage, antiemetic,
reduces nausea, pain reliever,
anxiolytic, suppresses muscle spasms,
tranquillizer, vasorelaxant, modulates
THC-induced psychoactivity (8,9)

Cannabidivarin

CBDV

Reduces hyperexcitability, reduces
epilepsy, reduces nausea (5)

Δ9-THC

Reduces vomiting and nausea,
relieves pain, stimulates appetite,
suppresses muscle spasms (5)

THCV

Reduces convulsions and seizures,
promotes bone growth, stimulates energy
and metabolism, improves glucose
intolerance, anti-inﬂammatory (5,10)

Δ9-Tetrahydrocannabinol

Tetrahydrocannabivarin

Δ8 -Tetrahydrocannabinol

Δ8 -THC

Pain reliever (5)

Cannabicyclol

CBL

No reported bioactivity

Cannabielsoin

CBE

No reported bioactivity

Cannabinol

CBN

Sleep aid, suppresses muscle
spasms, pain reliever, appetite
stimulant, anti-tumorigenic against
some types of lung cancer (5)

Cannabitriol

CBT

No reported bioactivity.

products and contaminants of concern. Furthermore, different methods for extracting and analyzing
cannabis edibles are discussed

within the context of matrix complexity. Unfortunately, only a limited amount of literature exists on the
topic of cannabis edibles analysis;
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however, a number of insightful
parallels can be drawn from available literature in the food sciences.
For a systematic approach, edibles
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have been classified into different
subcategories based on the potential interferences they can contain.
For example, gummy bears contain
mainly sugars and glycerin, which
ought to be well differentiable from
cannabinoids, but might cause issues in terms of pesticides analysis.
In contrast, cannabis-infused fermented beverages can contain ethanol, which can render the quantification of cannabinoids difficult.
Further to this point, baked goods
can contain a multitude of fats, proteins, fiber, and other ingredients
that can hamper the extraction and
analysis of targeted components.
Additionally, the inherent hydrophobicity of cannabinoids can drive
variable binding to individual compounds of edible products. As such,
different matrices—and potential
for heterogeneous cannabinoid distribution through an edible product—require different sample preparations and selective analytical
platforms can also increase accuracy and precision of determinations.
As the scope of products incorporating cannabinoids expands, so
too must the analytical methods
available to provide reliable quality
control of these products.

Analysis
Currently, there are many different
methods used for the characterization of cannabis, but gas chromatography (GC) and liquid chromatography (LC) dominate the scene.
In particular, LC is widely used for
potency testing (1). Cannabinoids
and their metabolites can be analyzed both on GC and LC, coupled with different detectors (for
example, mass spectrometry [MS]
for trace analysis). LC with ultraviolet (UV) detection is often sufficient for potency testing, especially
for samples of direct plant extracts
that can contain carboxylated and

decarboxylated constituents. However, as the matrix becomes more
complicated, a more selective detection for particular potency elements may be required. Tandem
mass spectrometry (MS/MS) becomes quite attractive in this case,
irrespective of whether analysis is
performed by GC or LC. Recently,
the potential for use of vacuum ultraviolet absorption spectroscopic
detection in combination with GC
(GC–VUV) has been demonstrated
for cannabinoid speciation (17). GC–
VUV offers some advantages for differentiation of isomers and deconvolution of coeluted peaks.
On the other hand, terpenes, as
well as residual solvents, are best
analyzed by GC because of their
high volatility. Different detectors
may be used, and usually MS is not
required, though it does provide a
high degree of qualitative information. Even so, the isomeric nature of
terpenes can make them difficult to
differentiate based on electron ionization mass spectra. To help alleviate this problem, GC–VUV has also
been demonstrated for speciating
terpenes (18,19). VUV absorption
spectra have been shown in many
cases to be highly complementary
to mass spectra for the differentiation of isomer species (20).
A tricky class of compounds to
address is pesticides. The methodology for the analysis of more
than 500 pesticides in a vast array
of food products and matrices exists and are used routinely worldwide. Virtually an entire conference,
the North American Chemical Residues Workshop (www.nacrw.org),
is dedicated to discussing and advancing the state-of-the-art in pesticide analysis. In the cannabis industry, pesticide testing is dictated
by state regulations, and thus, lists
of required pesticides can vary from
state to state, with some lists still
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being developed and refined. To
address the full complement of pesticides of concern worldwide, both
LC- and GC-based methods are required because of the wide range of
physicochemical properties, such
as volatility, exhibited by different
pesticide classes. With that being
said, even restricted lists of target
pesticides will require testing laboratories to have both LC and GC
instruments available to test for an
adequate range of compounds with
the necessary sensitivity (19,21,22).
Although it is important to verify
the lack of pesticides in the original
plant if it is to be consumed directly, further thought should be given to how the plant is processed to
produce other products, and how
different pesticides may transfer
through the process. For example,
many pesticides are thermally labile
and can degrade if heat is used during the extraction process (23,24).
Heavy metals and microbes are
also often tested in cannabis plants
and extracts using techniques
such as inductively coupled plasma–mass spectrometry (ICP-MS)
for the former, and traditional biochemical methods or matrix-assisted laser desorption–ionization
mass spectrometry (MALDI-MS) for
the latter (1,25). Heavy metals accumulated from the environment can
be concentrated from plant matter into different products during
processing. On the other hand, a
large majority of microbes do not
survive many extraction or processing steps, especially if they involve
organic solvents. Contamination by
different fungi can be an alternate
consideration, because these microorganisms can produce smallmolecule toxins, which are more
robust than pesticides and can be
transferred through different extraction or processing steps (26).
Therefore,
because
of
the
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different components that can be
found in the plant, it is important to
remember that one analysis method is not enough for comprehensive
speciation of the different components of interest, because each analyte requires different preparation.

Edibles
Edibles are growing in importance
among cannabis consumers, not
only for their easy preparation and
consumption, but also for their
longer-lasting effects (14). There are
many different categories of edibles, several of which are prepared
with cannabis oil or butter. Cannabis oil is prepared by extracting cannabis ﬂowers with different solvents,
such as naphtha, petroleum ether,
ethanol, or olive oil (27,28). Romano
and Hazekamp (27) performed an
extraction comparison with these
four different solvents, considering
not only the recoveries of both cannabinoids and terpenes, but also
the residual solvents. Their conclusion was that olive oil was the most
efﬁcient extraction solvent, not only
because of its lack of toxicity and
nonﬂammability, but also because
it extracted the highest amount of
terpenes.
The primary issue with the characterization of cannabis natural
products in edibles is because of
the varying matrix effects that can
be associated with different ﬁnal
products. In edibles, all the normal
food’s components must be taken
into consideration, including fatty
acids, sugars, sugar alcohols, proteins, ﬁ ber, and so on; therefore, effective sample preparation is mandatory before analysis.
A primary reason for the analysis
of edibles is to verify label accuracy of products. In a 2015 research
study, Vandrey and colleagues (29)
found that Δ9-THC and CBD content
was within 10% of the labeling of 75
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Figure 1: Food composition triangle based on the normalized content of the three main
components of food.

analyzed products. They also found
that 17% of the products were correctly labeled, 23% were underlabeled, and 60% were overlabeled
with regard to Δ9-THC content. In
earlier work, Pellegrini and colleagues (30) also analyzed different
types of edibles (beer, liquor, oil) all
derived from hemp. They extracted all the samples with hexane–isopropanol (9:1), looking exclusively at
Δ9-THC, CBD, and cannabinol (CBN)
content. They found that Δ9-THC
had the highest concentration in
all the samples, contrary to the prior literature. The authors suggested
that this expression of Δ9-THC was
more indicative of a cannabis phenotype than a hemp phenotype (30).
A different approach was taken by
Zoller and colleagues (31). They analyzed different matrices comparing
two different extraction methods.
Hempseed oil and hemp tea were
prepared from a methanol extract,
and hempseed, biscuits, and herb
were prepared from a 9:1 methanol–
dichloromethane extraction mixture. They compared the analysis
with high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)–UV and HPLC
with ﬂuorescence detection, with
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the latter being extremely selective, making this detector a viable
tool for the detection of Δ9-THC (31).
Furthermore, none of the extracted
samples showed interference peaks
in the chromatogram, meaning that
the extraction steps were effective.
Many other studies have been
performed on cannabis oil, always
using a solvent extraction protocol to quantify the amount of Δ9THC (32,33). However, none of these
studies aimed to determine impurities (such as pesticides) or trace cannabinoids. If the ﬁnal aim is to focus
more on the determination of trace
impurities to guarantee safety of the
product, then a more sensitive analysis method and a more efﬁcient extraction technique is needed. A valid solution is the use of QuEChERS
(quick, easy, cheap, effective, rugged, and safe) kits, a combined
liquid–liquid extraction (LLE) and
dispersive solid-phase extraction
(dSPE) method that is already widely used for the analysis of pesticides
(23,34,35). This kit also uses an extraction salt to improve the efﬁciency in case of water-soluble analytes,
which also improves the cleanliness of the extract. Unfortunately
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though, the acetonitrile layer still
contains matrix components such
as fats, sugars, and pigments. For
this reason, it is important to couple
the extraction step with a sensitive
and speciﬁc method that will allow
the detection of low-concentration
cannabinoids or pesticides. Either
LC–MS/MS or GC–MS/MS (or both)
could be viable or needed, depending on the speciﬁc targets.
In general, it could be useful to
differentiate foods based on their
matrix composition to choose the
most suitable extraction technique.
Tanner and colleagues (36) suggested the use of a triangle based on
the normalized content of the three
main components of food—namely fats, proteins, and carbohydrates
(Figure 1)—to describe different
food compositions. This scheme
was then divided into nine sectors,
each one with different concentrations of those components. The
idea is that if one extraction method
is suitable for a type of food, then it
would be suitable for all the foods in
the same sector.
Marazuela and colleagues (37)
and Kinsella and colleagues (38)
provided comprehensive reviews
about the different extraction methods for food analysis, ranging from
off-line extraction to sample puriﬁ cation. One particularly promising
and popular technique is pressurized liquid extraction (PLE). This automated technique is carried out at
higher temperatures than the boiling point of the solvent, by keeping it in the liquid phase with high
pressure. This approach results in
increased throughput and low solvent consumption, but the required
equipment is fairly expensive. Furthermore, even if the conditions
are optimized, some other matrix
components may be extracted as
well, therefore requiring a cleanup
step before the analysis. The most

used techniques in this case are
solid-phase extraction (SPE), prePLE, and matrix solid-phase dispersion (MSPD). Pre-PLE could be performed with a nonpolar solvent to
eliminate the hydrophobic interferents, while if the sample has a high
concentration of fats, fat-retaining
sorbents can be used (such as alumina or silica gel) (38).
Microwave-assisted
extraction
(MAE) is another common food extraction technique. MAE uses microwave energy to heat a solvent and
extract the analyte from the matrix
into the solvent in a conﬁned vessel
at a speciﬁed temperature (37). An
average extraction is 15 min, and
this approach offers higher throughput (parallel processing with many
systems) and low solvent consumption (38). There are two modes
of operation for MAE (focused or
closed) that use open and closed
vessels, respectively. The former
works at atmospheric pressure, and
the latter is performed under high
pressures, making it similar to PLE,
since the pressure can be increased
with temperature (38). A drawback
of this extraction is the difﬁculty of
extracting analytes in matrices with
more than 30% of water because of
the limited diffusion of the solvent
(37). Furthermore, even in this case,
an additional cleanup step is usually required.
Another extraction technique that
is making a resurgence because of
the renewed availability of commercial instrumentation is supercritical ﬂuid extraction (SFE). SFE uses
the properties of a supercritical ﬂuid (solvability and density of a liquid, with the viscosity and diffusivity of a gas) to extract the compound
of interest (38). This method is useful because the solvating power
can signiﬁcantly improve by slightly
changing the temperature and the
pressure of the ﬂuid. Usually, carbon
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dioxide (CO2) is widely used as a supercritical ﬂuid because of its inertness, low cost, high purity, low toxicity, and low critical point conditions.
However, if the analyte is strongly
bound to the matrix, a polar additive can be added to the supercritical ﬂuid. It is very common to add
organic modiﬁers, such as methanol, to increase the extractability of more polar compounds (38).
It has been shown by Veress that
this technique extracts CBD faster
than Δ9-THC, because it is dissolved
more easily by supercritical CO2
(39,40). Diaz-Maroto and colleagues
showed that the extraction of terpenes does not require the use of any
modiﬁer, as was expected because
of the low polarity of these molecules (41).
As one of the most widely used
sample preparation techniques, SPE
is available in different formats, the
most common being packed particle beds. As an alternate format,
sorbent-impregnated disks are
available that can withstand high
ﬂow rates, but these have been primarily used for environmental analysis (such as water sampling). It can
be difﬁcult to obtain consistent ﬂow
for automated cleanup (37,38). Dispersive-SPE, where functionalized
solid particles are dispersed on solution, was mentioned previously as
a common ﬁrst step for QuEChERS
extraction (38). Dispersive-SPE can
be effective on its own, but requires
a ﬁltration step after extraction to
remove the particles. Balancing the
functionality of the sorbent with the
physicochemical nature of the analytes (or interferences) desired to be
removed is important as different
edible compositions are considered.
Another type of SPE involves the
use of molecularly imprinted polymers (MIPs), which are crosslinked
polymers designed to exhibit high
affinity toward specific compounds
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or a class of compounds (38). One of
the biggest drawbacks is the need
to prepare the highly selective material. It has also been reported that
the potential for leaking can contaminate sample extracts (37), but
this potential problem is likely because of the format of the material in some specific designs. Another alternative, matrix solid-phase
dispersion was introduced in 1989.
It combines homogenization, disruption, extraction, and cleanup in
one process. The sample is blended with a dispersing agent, then
packed into a column for extraction
and cleanup (37). As of now, this
technique has been mainly used in
environmental, clinical, and food
analysis, primarily for the analysis of
antibacterial residues (42,43).
Restricted access material (RAMs)
is another form of solid-phase extraction. RAM uses porous chromatographic supports to achieve extraction of small molecules, in the
presence of protein or large molecule interferences (44,45). Highmolecular-weight species are excluded from the pores based on a
size-exclusion mechanism; macromolecules are eluted with the dead
volume, while small molecules penetrate the pores and are retained by
functional units (such as reversed
phase or ion exchange) contained
therein. As with traditional SPE, care
needs to be taken in the use of RAM
regarding the coextraction of interferences, such as fats, when targeting hydrophobic cannabinoid
compounds.
Another molecular weight cut-off
cleanup is ultraﬁltration (UF), which
is used to separate macromolecules, such as proteins, from the analyte of interest (38,46). Although
they are effective, these membranes
can be subject to fouling because of
the precipitation of proteins, microorganisms, and fats, and therefore
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Figure 2: Suggested fragmentation pathways of (a) THCV, (b) Δ9-THC, (c) CBC-TMS, and
(d) Δ9-THCA-2TMS via GC–MS.

need to be constantly cleaned (47,48).
Turbulent ﬂow chromatography
(TFC), like RAM, has been primarily
designed as an online sample preparation format. Thus, TFC gives both
high sample throughput and high
reproducibility because of automation (49,50). It consists of columns
packed with large particle size particles, with which small analytes will
interact. Turbulent ﬂow is used to
limit the interactions by large molecules (slow diffusion coefﬁcients)
with the sorbent. The drawback of
this technique is the consumption of
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a high volume of solvent (38).
Finally, the last cleanup technique
to consider is dialysis (38). It is not
selective, but the extraction cell is
easy to build, and the technique is
efﬁcient for the removal of macromolecules, since only small molecules are allowed to pass through
the membrane (51,52). This technique can be used in edibles that
have a high abundance of proteins,
such as protein bars and smoothies.
It is generally based on the removal of salts and sugars, but could be
modiﬁed by using a membrane that
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is impermeable to the analyte of interest but permeable to interfering
matrix components.
While sample preparation is an
important step to avoid interferences, the instrumental analysis step
can also be chosen so that it provides sufﬁcient sensitivity and speciﬁcity. Because of the difﬁculties
in removing interferences solely
by sample preparation techniques,
Leghissa and colleagues introduced
the use of GC–triple-quadrupole
mass spectrometry (GC-QqQ-MS)
for the analysis of seven underivatized cannabinoids and eight silylated cannabinoids, reaching limits of
detection (LODs) in the order of picograms on column (53). This technique is based on the fact that the
focus of the analysis is on the speciﬁc transitions that each cannabinoid creates in the MS, so that the
noise and impurities (compounds of
non-interest) will not be detected.
The advantage of using this method is the ability to analyze low-level
cannabinoids even in a complex and
dirty matrix, making it a viable tool
for the analysis of impurities. As it
was stated previously, the analysis of
cannabinoids via GC–MS is easy and
leads to high sensitivity and selectivity, but it must follow a derivatization reaction to protect the carboxyl
groups of the acidic cannabinoids.
The most common derivatization
technique is silylation (53). The study
of the multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) transitions of these compounds (both underivatized and
in their sylilated forms) highlighted how cannabinoids undergo similar fragmentation pathways. As is
shown in Figure 2, the most common fragmentation that underivatized cannabinoids undergo is the
Retro-Diels Alder reaction followed
by the loss of the C side chain. Because of the different starting molecular weights, this reaction leads

to different m/z values. For the derivatized cannabinoids, on the other
hand, the most recurrent steps are
the loss of a trimethylsilyl group and
of the C side chain (53).
Another way of analyzing cannabinoids is via LC–MS, which does not
require a derivatization reaction before analysis, but is not suitable for
the analysis of other components
of cannabis that may be of interest
(such as terpenes). Even with this instrument, high speciﬁcities can be
achieved with the use of MRM mode.
Lastly, another approach that is
gaining a lot of recognition in the
pharmaceutical ﬁeld is SFC–MS/MS
because of its lower solvent use and
wide application range. When coupled with SFE, this technique can
also be used for the simultaneous
analysis of analytes with different
polarities, because of the possibility to adjust the extraction capability of supercritical CO2 by adding an
organic modiﬁer.

Future Directions
The future of cannabis analysis still
has an unknown fate, partially because of the fact that each state has
its own regulations. In some cases,
these regulations are still being formulated as the legality of medicinal
and recreational cannabis use continues to evolve. Since edibles are
becoming more prevalent among
cannabis consumers, it is important for producers and laboratories to develop standardized tests
not only for their potency, but also
for all the other analytes of interest.
Unfortunately, as of now there are
no guidelines that specifically apply
to edibles, and even cannabis regulations vary from state to state. The
possibility for laboratories to use an
approved protocol for the quality
control and potency test is the first
step for the manufacturing of cannabis products; however, additional
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efforts should be spent on the analysis of metabolites and pharmacokinetics upon ingestion, so that a
greater degree of confidence can
be had with edible versions of this
new frontier of medicine.
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Metals in Cannabis and Related
Substances—Regulations and
Analytical Methodologies
Evolution in the legislation regarding the production and consumption of cannabis and related products for
medicinal and recreational uses has led to emerging regulations regarding the potency, terpene proﬁles,
and impurity content of such products. Among the impurities, or contaminants, that require testing are
metals. Because of their toxicity and carcinogenicity, most jurisdictions are, at a minimum, requiring testing
for arsenic, lead, cadmium, and mercury. Metals accumulate in plant material through normal metabolic
processes. Furthermore, some plants are capable of hyperaccumulating metals to concentrations well
above those in the soils and waters that nourish them. Some such metals are beneﬁcial or nutritional in
nature, whereas others show varying levels of toxicity. As such, testing for metals, particularly ones that are
toxic, are important for products destined for human consumption. Quantitation of metals within cannabis
materials can be accomplished through a variety of analytical techniques. Such amenable technologies
include atomic absorption (AA) spectroscopy, inductively coupled plasma–optical emission spectroscopy
(ICP-OES), and inductively coupled plasma–mass spectrometry (ICP-MS). As with all aspects of analytical
instrumentation, each method has its advantages and disadvantages. Here, we present an overview of
analytical methodologies, challenges facing the analyst, and notes on regulatory stipulations.

R

ecent shifts in legislation efforts in the United
States and other countries have led to the use of
cannabis and related products (for example, cannabis-based extracts, tinctures, and “edibles”) for medicinal or recreational purposes. In the United States,

legalization efforts have been concentrated at the state
level, with nine states and the District of Columbia allowing the full use of cannabis for medicinal and recreational purposes, whereas 29 states as well as Guam
and Puerto Rico allow various levels of medicinal use
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of cannabis. In addition, 13 other states have decriminalized cannabis, which means criminal penalties from simple possession are
removed. However, there are still
three states that completely prohibit any possession or use of cannabis. As of the start of 2018 with legalization taking effect in California
followed shortly thereafter by Vermont, approximately 1 in 5 United
States residents (~21%) live in states
with completely legalized cannabis.
Abroad, several countries offer various levels of legality, including full
legality (such as in Uruguay), partial legality (in the Netherlands), or
have decriminalization statutes that
remove criminal penalties for cannabis possession and use.
Because the final products are
destined for human consumption
through inhalation, ingestion, or
topical application, jurisdictions in
which cannabis is legal have recognized the need for control of various chemical aspects of the plant
and its derivative products. Such
regulations focus on potency, pesticide contamination, residual solvent content, moisture content, and
metal content, and they necessitate the use of a variety of analytical
techniques including high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC),
liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry (LC–MS), gas chromatography (GC), GC–MS, and elemental
spectroscopy methods (1). These
regulations have been recognized
as particularly important for medicinal cannabis because consumers may have weakened metabolic
systems or compromised immune
responses, limiting the effectiveness of their bodies to tolerate or
process extraneous chemicals, toxins, metals, or biological material
(2). For the purpose of this article,
we explore the nature of, regulations on, and analytical methods for

determining the metal content of
cannabis and associated materials.

Health Effects of Metals
Metallic elements are known for
their complex biochemistries and
variety of both beneficial and deleterious health effects within the
human body. Although many metals serve nutritional and metabolic purposes within the human body,
others can act as toxins or carcinogens (3). For example, iron consumed in food is used by the body
to transport oxygen within blood
and is also used in cellular respiration, whereas consumption of mercury or lead can cause damage to
the nervous system (4). Because of
these effects, both positive and
negative, the content of metals in
products destined for human consumption (for example, food and
pharmaceutical products) is often
regulated by a local or federal oversight agency (such as the US Food
and Drug Administration [FDA] or
the US Environmental Protection
Agency [EPA]).

Metals in Cannabis
Like all plants, cannabis uptakes
metals from its environment as a result of normal plant metabolic functions. Some of these metals are
naturally occurring, and leach into
groundwater that the plant uptakes
from the soils and minerals in which
it grows. Other metals precipitate
in rainwater as metal-laden atmospheric aerosols that are dissolved
into precipitation. Most of these atmospheric metals arise from anthropogenic sources, such as smelting,
refining, and other industrial processes. Finally, metals may be introduced into the plant’s environment
as constituents of fertilizers, pesticides, herbicides, and fungicides
used to increase crop yield. Regardless of their provenance, when
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metabolized, metals are absorbed
and transported through the plant
roots and into plant tissue, where
they often reside as metal complexes within proteins and extracellular
fluids (5).
Cannabis is so effective at uptaking metals from its environment
that hemp (a nonpsychoactive variety of cannabis) has been used as a
tool in the bioremediation of metal-contaminated sites. For example,
hemp was used to leach radioactive
strontium and cesium from the soils
surrounding Chernobyl (6). In fact,
cannabis has been called a hyperaccumulator of various trace metals,
including lead, cadmium, magnesium, copper, chromium, and cobalt (7), which leads to concern that
these elements may occur in high
concentrations in cannabis plants
cultivated for human consumption.

Current Regulations
One of the primary challenges facing cannabis analysis is non-uniform regulations. Because cannabis
remains illegal at the federal level, oversight on regulations is left
to the state’s discretion. As such,
limits on metal concentrations, as
well as which metals require testing, vary from state to state. For example, most states require testing
for the “big four” heavy metals: arsenic, cadmium, lead, and mercury.
Certain states go further, such as
Maryland, requiring testing for barium, chromium, selenium, and silver
in addition to the big four. Adding
further complication, the concentration limits for various products
can also vary state by state, with
some jurisdictions taking a stricter
approach and others more relaxed.
There is also variation by method of
ingestion (for example, inhalational versus oral administration) with
tolerances of metals for inhalational products being stricter than for
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those that are orally administered
(that is, eaten or ingested) .

Sample Preparation
Metals analysis is carried out on
aqueous samples in which the material of interest is dissolved. The
dissolution process can be carried
out by a few different methods, the
most simple of which is conventional hot-plate or hot-block digestion. Samples are placed into a vessel with solvents, typically strong
acids such as nitric acid (HNO3 ) or
hydrochloric acid (HCl). For organic matrices such as cannabis, hydrogen peroxide (H2 O2 ) is often used
to increase the oxidation potential of the solvents. The vessels are
capped and refluxed at a moderate
temperature, often for ≥8 h, to ensure complete digestion.
A more common method for sample preparation for elemental spectroscopy analysis is microwave digestion. A small amount of solid
sample is placed into a digestion
vessel along with solvents, similar
to a hot-plate digestion procedure.
The vessels are sealed and placed
into the microwave, which allows
the solvents within the vessels to
reach very high temperatures and
pressures, increasing the efficiency
of dissolution. A typical microwave
digestion of cannabis products is
complete within ~45 min.
In the case of either digestion
method, the molecular constituents of the digested material are
destroyed during dissolution, but
the constituent elements remain in
solution. After dissolution, the resulting solution is typically diluted
with ultrapure water to an appropriate matrix acid concentration and is
ready for analysis.
Critical to carrying out digestions for metals analysis is the use of
clean labware, “trace metals grade”
reagents, and ultrapure (typically
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>18 MΩ•cm) deionized water. As we
explore in the sections below, common elemental spectroscopy methods are sensitive to metals ranging
in concentration from parts per billion down to parts per trillion. Thus,
reagents, such as acids, containing
1 ppm of various heavy metals may
contain 50 ppb of said metals after
they are diluted to the appropriate
concentration, which is much higher than detection limits and, often,
regulatory limits.

Laboratories on a tight
budget, testing only
a few elements, or
those that are not as
concerned with sample
throughput may
beneﬁt from the use
of atomic absorption
with a hydride vapor
generator as their
analytical technique
for metals.
Analytical Methods
Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy
Long a staple of analysis labs, atomic absorption (AA) spectroscopy, is
perhaps the most common analytical technique for metals analysis.
Atomic absorption operates under the principle of the Beer-Lambert law, with gaseous free atoms
absorbing light of a characteristic wavelength. The ratio of the intensity of the light shone through
a blank sample to the intensity of
light shone through one containing
the analyte is the absorbance, and
corresponds to the concentration
of the element within the sample.
Atomic absorption spectroscopy is often attractive because of
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its relatively low cost compared to
other elemental techniques. The
instruments themselves as well as
cost of operations (that is, consumables) tend to be far less that inductively coupled plasma (ICP)
techniques. Additionally, with the
use of a graphite furnace, detection limits can be in the low partsper-billion to high parts-per-trillion
range; however, with a graphite
furnace comes increased costs.
Despite the low cost and potential for low detection limits, AA is
notably limited in terms of sample throughput; these limitations
arise from a few fundamental aspects of the technique. First, each
element analyzed requires the use
of a hollow cathode lamp, many of
which are “single element” lamps,
though “multielement lamps” do
exist. As such, the number of elements per sample is limited by
the number of lamps that the instrument can hold. Second, each
element quantitated requires its
own analysis. For example, during
a typical analysis, the instrument
will perform an injection–aspiration of the sample while transilluminating with the first hollow cathode lamp. Then, the instrument will
switch lamps and repeat the injection–aspiration for any subsequent
elements.
As a final limitation to the technique, elements such as As, Bi, Sb,
Se, and Bi are simply not very sensitive by flame AA and benefit from
the use of a hydride vapor generator to form volatile hydrides before
sample injection. This approach necessitates the use of an additional piece of laboratory equipment
as well as reagents. Additionally, it
may require separate sample preparations because, often, potassium iodide (KI) is used to reduce
As in solution from As(V) to As(III)
for vapor generation; however,
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the use of KI may induce the precipitation of mercury as potassium tetraiodomercurate(II) from the
sample solution. Thus, separate
sample preparations for As and Hg
when using a hydride vapor generator for analysis may be required.
Laboratories on a tight budget, testing only a few elements, or
those that are not as concerned
with sample throughput may benefit from the use of AA with a hydride vapor generator as their analytical technique for metals.
Inductively Coupled Plasma–
Optical Emission Spectrometry
Inductively coupled plasma–optical emission spectrometry (ICPOES) represents the “middle-ofthe-road” for elemental analysis
with a price-point and performance intermediate to AA and ICPmass spectrometry (MS). ICP-OES
operates under the principle that
adding energy to an element will
cause an electron to attain a higher energy level. When that electron falls back to its initial level, the
element emits a quantum of light
of known wavelength. The wavelengths of light correspond to an
individual element whereas the intensity, or brightness, of the light
corresponds
to
concentration.
Compared to AA, ICP-OES offers
several advantages when it comes
to cannabis testing, though with increased performance comes some
potential drawbacks.
First, it is a true, simultaneous,
multielement technique. Characteristic wavelengths of emission
lines for multiple elements are diffracted and detected simultaneously, precluding the need for running sequential analyses for each
element. Additionally, with many
instruments, an entire spectrum is
collected at once, allowing the user
to retroactively analyze a dataset

for elements, even if they were not
included in the initial method.
Secondly, detection limits are
improved compared to flame
AA, with sensitivity for most elements in the range of low parts
per billion. Detection limits can
be improved for most elements by
approximately one order of magnitude through the use of an ultrasonic nebulizer to increase nebulization efficiency. However, even
when using an ultrasonic nebulizer, some cannabis laboratories
have found that after the samples
have been prepared and diluted,
the required sensitivity is pushing
the limit of the instrument’s fundamental capabilities.
Lastly, ICP-OES is more amenable to complex or dirty matrices
than ICP-MS, allowing for easier
analysis of brines, oils, and samples
with high levels of total dissolved
solids. Despite similar sample introduction systems, ICP-OES benefits in this regard from not physically pulling ions into the instrument,
like ICP-MS. In the latter technique,
high salts and other complex matrices can build up in the system interface region, high concentrations
of easily ionized elements (such
as Na, K) contribute to the spacecharge effect, and high concentrations of matrix elements can contribute to polyatomic and isobaric
interferences.
In contrast to AA, ICP-OES systems are more expensive to purchase and operate. They require
the use of argon gas at a rate of
≥10 L/min to maintain the plasma
as well as specialized and consumable glassware for sample introduction and analysis, such as nebulizers,
spray chambers, and torches. Some
ICP-OES instruments maintain a
flow of argon even when the instrument is in standby mode to purge
the optical bench.
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Despite the higher
costs and analytical
complications
associated with
the method, most
laboratories are
pursuing ICP-MS as
their technique of
choice because of the
high sensitivity, high
sample throughput,
and adaptability
to other methods
and industries.
ICP-MS
The emerging leader in metals analysis in cannabis products is ICP-MS
because of its high sensitivity and
rapid sample throughput resulting from near-simultaneous multielement data acquisition. ICP-MS
benefits from using the highly energetic ICP as an ion source coupled
with the mass specificity and rapid
switching of a quadrupole for mass
filtering.
An ICP-MS system uses an ICP
source that is similar to that used
in ICP-OES, but in this case, it is using the argon plasma to form cations rather than to generate light
from atoms in the sample. The cations are then pulled into the mass
analyzer portion of the instrument
by differential vacuum, where they
are mass-filtered using a quadrupole, allowing for rapid switching
between masses transmitted to the
detector and high mass specificity.
The high sensitivity of ICP-MS instrumentation, with detection limits often in the range of tens- to single-digit parts per trillion range,
can be attributed to the efficiency
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with which an ICP generates cations
for almost all elements on the periodic table. Such sensitivity allows
for detection of trace elements in a
variety of matrices, even ones that
are very dilute. This high sensitivity enables analysts to reduce interfering compounds from the matrix
through dilution and to analyze a
variety of sample types.
As an analytical technique, ICPMS has historically suffered from
the stigma of being a complicated,
esoteric technique. However, most
modern instruments are coupled
with software that provides for a
comparable ease of use, with automated instrument tuning, method
setup, and post-run analysis. Furthermore, many instruments also
use collision or collision–reaction
cell technology to reduce the effect
of polyatomic interferences on analyte ions.
The two primary downsides to
ICP-MS, like ICP-OES, are relatively
high cost of ownership and susceptibility to interferences when analyzing complex matrices. Like an ICPOES system, an ICP-MS system will
consume argon at a rate of >10 L/
min, as well as employing the use
of consumable glassware and interface cones. Furthermore, in highsalt or otherwise complex matrices,
ICP-MS can suffer from degradation
of signal, interferences from matrix elements, or the space-charge
effect, in which easily ionized and
abundant elements defocus the ion
beam of low-concentration analyte
elements. However, because of the
high sensitivity of ICP-MS, dilution
of samples can help resolve matrixrelated problems while still preserving analyte concentrations in levels
that are quantiﬁable.

Conclusions
The rapid changes in the legal
status of cannabis and related
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products have necessitated regulations on their chemistry, including potency, residual solvents,
pesticide contamination, and metals content. Because of metals’ potentially harmful biological effects,
metals analysis of cannabis and its
related products is critical to minimizing risk to the consumer. Although such regulations vary between states and jurisdictions, the
majority require testing for arsenic,
cadmium, lead, and mercury (at a
minimum) because of their particularly hazardous properties.
Metals analysis can be conducted using a variety of instrumentation and methodologies—including AA, ICP-OES, and
ICP-MS—each with their individual
strengths and weaknesses. Atomic absorption spectroscopy benefits from low costs, but suffers from
slower sample throughput; ICPOES offers similar detection limits
and more rapid sample processing
than AA at a slightly higher cost;
and ICP-MS offers exceptional sensitivity and throughput, but at the
highest initial and operating costs.
Despite the higher costs and
analytical complications associated with the method, most laboratories are pursuing ICP-MS as
their technique of choice because
of the high sensitivity, high sample throughput, and adaptability
to other methods and industries.
Because the technique has long
been used in testing of food, water, and pharmaceutical products,
contract laboratories with existing
ICP-MS systems are viewing cannabis testing as a supplemental revenue stream. Alternatively, as cannabis testing evolves, laboratories
may use their ICP-MS instruments
for detection of metals in cannabis growth media, soils, fertilizers,
water for hydroponic growth, and
so on. Furthermore, as regulations
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evolve and are codified, it is likely that the number of metals requiring testing will increase and
acceptable concentrations of said
metals will decrease, necessitating
the use of fast and sensitive analytical techniques, such as ICP-MS.
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Using Method Detection Limits to Set
Mandatory Reporting Limits for Banned
Pesticides: How a Public–Private Partnership
Improved Cannabis Regulation in Colorado

Joseph Konschnik, Heather Krug, and Shawn Kassner

T

he regulation of pesticide use
on cannabis is a complex issue for states with legalized

marijuana. Pesticide use is regulated
at the federal level; however, cannabis is not a speciﬁcally listed crop on
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any registered pesticide label, and
the United States Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA) does not
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The discovery of nonregistered pesticides contamination in cannabis plant material in Colorado
prompted the need to set mandatory reporting limits (MRLs) for these pesticides in the state to ensure
public safety. Since then, the Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment (CDPHE)
undertook the responsibility for setting such MRLs. Colorado’s novel approach to determine MRLs for
each pesticide involved forming a working group with its in-state laboratories and expert volunteers
to agree on analytical procedures to determine method detection limits (MDLs) using an industrystandard approach. The authors describe how this approach formed a collaborative public–private
partnership where state government agencies worked side by side with laboratories and growers
toward a common goal. The multilaboratory study was completed yielding MDLs for 13 pesticides in
cannabis ﬂowers using a QuEChERS (quick, easy, cheap, effective, rugged, and safe) extraction with
analysis by liquid chromatography–tandem mass spectrometry (LC–MS/MS). The authors share the
procedures used for the study, an overview of the data generated by the participating laboratories,
and the new Colorado MRLs, which became effective on January 1, 2018.
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consider cannabis to ﬁt into any general crop groups, such as herbs or
spices (1). In addition, no risk assessments have been conducted specifically for pesticide use on cannabis
and tolerance limits have not been
deﬁned. Pesticide use in cannabis
was recognized as a public health and
safety concern, but the information
deﬁcit and limited available resources
left the state of Colorado grappling
with how to handle this complex issue when the Denver Department of
Environmental Health placed the ﬁrst
holds on 100,000 marijuana plants for
improper use of banned pesticides in
March 2015.
In the following months, many additional quarantine and recall events
occurred. In November 2015, Colorado issued a statewide pesticide policy and executive order (2) addressing the use of pesticides in marijuana.
These documents mandated state
agencies to consider cannabis contaminated with banned pesticides
a threat to public safety, until such a
time that scientiﬁc assessment establishes which additional pesticides can
be safely applied to marijuana.
After issuance of the executive order and statewide policy, the next
question was how to get private laboratories certiﬁed to perform pesticide
testing so the state could mandate
this testing for cannabis. Two primary pieces of information were needed: what pesticides are laboratories
expected to test for and what are the
associated limits? The executive order
has frequently been called a zero tolerance policy; while it does establish
zero tolerance for the use of a banned
pesticide, analytically it is not possible to test to a concentration of zero.
Without deﬁning minimum testing requirements, different results would be
reported across laboratories. To address these issues, the state initiated
a stakeholder process to determine
what pesticides should be tested for
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and what the associated mandatory
reporting limits (MRLs) should be.
The Colorado Department of Public Health and Environment (CDPHE)
took the lead on oversight of this
stakeholder process, which engaged
marijuana testing facilities, cultivators, product manufacturers, scientific experts, and other interested parties. The working group ﬁrst tackled
the list of required analytes. The ﬁnal
list selected included 13 pesticides
that were considered the most important for testing in Colorado because
they are banned for use and have
been previously detected in marijuana in the state.
The working group then determined that in the absence of established pesticide tolerance limits, the
regulatory limits should be based
upon laboratory detection capability.
At that time, to obtain this information,
a unique public–private collaboration was initiated to design and execute a multilaboratory method detection limit (MDL) study engaging the
resources of Colorado’s private marijuana testing facilities and the state’s
Department of Agriculture (CDA) laboratory. The results of the study would
be used to inform the regulatory limits for the list of 13 pesticides in marijuana. A technical subcommittee of
scientists was formed from the stakeholder working group to assist CDPHE
in designing the study and reviewing
the results.

Study Design and Preparation
Following the decision to design a
multilaboratory study (MLS), Restek volunteered to help CDPHE form
a study design and oversight (SDO)
team to ensure the multilaboratory
study’s success. Since no study of this
kind had ever been attempted in the
past and there was no standardized
analytical method protocol for participant laboratories to follow, the SDO
team’s goal was to minimize variables
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by applying study guidelines based
on industry-standard practices. Also,
since the marijuana ﬂower buds are an
expensive commodity and time was of
the essence given the governor’s directive, careful planning and execution were required to produce statistically valid data that the state could
use for decision-making upon completion of the ﬁrst round.
The team consisted of two CDPHE
personnel, one representative from
Neptune and Company, one from
Lowry Consulting—all based in Colorado—and three from Restek Corporation located in Bellefonte, Pennsylvania. The team began to meet
regularly to design guidance documents by which labs would be asked
to conduct their testing.
The overall study was designed to
progress through three sequential
phases one built upon another, culminating with participating laboratories completing all of the steps toward reporting MDLs for pesticides in
marijuana buds. These steps included
determining an instrument detection
limit (IDL), matrix quality control check
(MQC), and a formal MDL. Three documents were constructed by the SDO
team to guide laboratories through
the MLS process followed by the technical subcommittee review, which included the volunteer labs. The technical subcommittee decided that liquid
chromatography–tandem mass spectrometry (LC–MS/MS) would be the
required analytical technique for the
analysis to produce the best MDL
data.
The ﬁrst document described the
steps to be taken by each laboratory
to establish IDLs for each compound
on their LC–MS/MS instrument. While
some laboratories had already established such limits, this procedure was
important as a starting point since
some laboratories had either just purchased their instrument, or had not
already completed this step in their
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laboratory. It was also necessary to
establish whether the participant laboratories would be able to detect all
13 compounds at similar levels before
spiking into actual matrix.
The second document, an MQC
procedure, described steps to be taken by each laboratory to spike all 13
pesticides into cannabis ﬂower extracts at varying concentration levels, then analyze eight replicates at
each level to observe detectable levels they could achieve given acceptance criteria before executing the
MDL study. The third document, the
MDL procedure, described steps laboratories would follow to spike a dried
ﬂower matrix, veriﬁed to be free of the
analytes of interest, then take it all the
way through extraction, cleanup, and
analysis. It is important to note that all
three documents incorporated guidelines established by the SANTE 2015
Guidance document on analytical
quality control and method validation
procedures for pesticides residues
analysis in food and feed (3). Such
guidelines included transition ion ratio and calibration acceptance criteria. The MDL document incorporated
the procedure from the Code of Federal Regulations 40 CFR Appendix B
to Part 136 (4).
Other steps taken by the SDO
team and stakeholder working
group in Colorado included further minimizing variables, requiring
all participating laboratories to use
the same reference standards from a
single source and a composite sample consisting of cannabis buds donated by a grower in Colorado. Restek donated two reference standards
mixes and OrganaLabs donated
the Cannabis buds. The Colorado
Department of Agriculture (CDA)
prepared extracts and dried plant
composite materials to the study
laboratories by grinding, compositing, and extracting throughout the
various phases of the study.

The SDO team decided that at each
of the three phases of the study laboratories would submit their results
in spreadsheets provided along with
each study document. The results
were accompanied by raw data components as outlined in each of the
three documents. All data submitted
were reviewed by the SDO team to
maintain conﬁdentiality of the study.
It was also decided, after completion of the IDL phase, that a nondisclosure agreement would be signed
by the SDO team members to protect
any proprietary information laboratories might share during the course of
the study. This step contributed to a
two- to three-month delay in the process before launching into phase two.
Before launching the MLS, training was offered to laboratory personnel and the CDPHE to ensure that participants were aligned on a general
procedure in the absence of a published test method. The training was
coordinated by Restek and Shimadzu
personnel, who designed a one-day
hands-on pesticides sample preparation and analysis workshop. CDPHE hosted the event, providing laboratory space and safety equipment
for participants. Three suppliers contributed equipment, consumables, instrumentation, and personnel free of
charge to the study group and CDPHE. Spex Sample Prep loaned its
grinder for sample processing, Shimadzu Scientiﬁc Instruments loaned
its LC–MS/MS instrument and personnel for extract analyses, and Restek
donated reference standards, sample
preparation consumables, and personnel time. Restek and Shimadzu instructors led 19 participants through
the steps of a hands-on QuEChERS
(quick, easy, cheap, effective, rugged, and safe) pesticides extraction
with dispersive solid-phase extraction (dSPE) clean-up and ﬁltration, followed by instrument setup and analysis of extracts by LC–MS/MS. Each
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participant prepared his or her own
sample extract from donated dried
Cannabis indica buds, spiking 11 pesticides at 100 ppb and two pesticides
at 1000 ppb into 1.5-g samples. The
combined results of the 19 extracts
are shown in Table I.
Before the study was launched, it
was decided that the participant laboratories would follow their own internal
method procedures for the extraction
and analysis of pesticides in a cannabis
bud matrix, and incorporate what they
had learned from the training as necessary. A 3.0-g sample would be utilized
by CDA to create the composite extracts for the MQC study phase. Participant laboratories used between 1.5 g
to 2.0 g of sample for the MDL phase
because the actual amount varied from
one laboratory to another based on
their internal procedures.

Timeline of Study Events
The initial stakeholder groups were
formed in January 2016 to address
the Executive Order 2017-015 (1) and
implementation of pesticide testing.
The group spent several months gathering information concerning the determination of pesticide limits from
other state programs, comparing regulatory limits, and evaluating the best
scientiﬁc approach before the decision was made to work with the laboratory community as a whole on establishing pesticide MRLs.
The study design, organization, and
initial recruitment of laboratories to
participate was completed by July
2016. Although nine laboratories volunteered to participate in the study,
MDL data from eight laboratories
would eventually be received by the
close of the study. The IDL study was
initiated in mid-July 2016 with data
delivery reported in August; however, the data submittal timeline was extended to laboratories that required
additional time. The data for the IDL
studies were compiled and released
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Table I: Summary of extraction performance for 12 pesticides spiked into dried Cannabis indica buds by participants from the hands-on
training workshop (n = 19)
Cpd #
1

RT (min)

Pesticide

Conc. (ppb)

Avg. % Rec.

SD % Rec.

RSD % Rec.

5.93

Imidacloprid

101

88

7

8

2

7.22

Imazalil

100

92

10

11

3

8.29

Malathion

101

107

9

8

4

8.31

Azoxystrobin

101

103

9

9

5

8.78

Bifenazate

100

105

11

11
10

6

8.85

Myclobutanil

100

112

11

7

8.90

Spirotetramat

101

110

10

9

8

9.89

Diazinon-d10

100

100

ISTD

ISTD

9

9.91

Tebuconazole

101

102

10

9

10

10.74

Spinosyn A

85

57

7

12

11

10.94

Spinosyn D

16

91

7

8

12

11.04

Spiromesifen

1001

111

11

10

13

11.18

Etoxazole

101

106

9

9

14

11.22

Abamectin B1b

30

111

18

16

15

11.30

Abamectin B1a

970

102

9

9

in November 2016 followed by the
MQC phase, which began with the release of study samples in January 2017.
After the MQC study data were gathered and processed, it was released in
April 2017. The ﬁnal step was for the
laboratories to generate their MDLs
using homogenized dried bud samples, which were provided to the laboratories in June 2017 with a study
close date of July 2017. The data submitted by eight volunteer laboratories
were statistically evaluated and reviewed, then released to the participating laboratories, CDPHE, and CDA
in September 2017. From start to ﬁnish, the entire study took less than 20
months to complete.

Study Data Analysis
The reported data collected across
all of the analytes consisted of a small
number of results for each analyte.
The removal of any outliers would have
had a large impact on the data. As
a consequence, only one data point
was removed as an outlier for the analyte permethrin. The data point was
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Pesticide concentration
(ppb)

Note: The list of compounds in Table I includes an internal standard diazinon-d10 used for quantitation; spinosyn and abamectin isomers are listed separately;
permethrin was not included because of insufﬁcient sensitivity resulting from the method used at the time of the workshop, which has since been greatly improved.
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Figure 1: Pesticides MDL data summary for the eight volunteer laboratories.

removed because it was an order of
magnitude greater than any of the
other data reported for permethrin.
Basic robust statistics were calculated: the mean, median, variance,
standard deviation, percent relative
standard deviation, and the upper limits 95% and 99% conﬁdence intervals.
Figure 1 displays how the data compare across the analyte list for average
MDL, minimum and maximum values, and the conﬁdence intervals. The
data for spiromesifen and malathion
demonstrate the greatest amount of
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variability for the analytes in the study.
Though not surprising, the extent of
the variability was not expected. Removing spiromesifen, the remaining
analytes fall into two categories, analytes below 30 ppb and 15 ppb, which
is similar to MDL values found in other
complex plant matrices.
Figure 2 shows relative standard
deviations (%RSDs) for the eight volunteer laboratories for all analytes
and represents several key factors
that are being addressed by the industry: The lack of reference methods,
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Figure 2: Percent relative standard deviations (%RSDs) by compound among participant

Pesticide concentration
(ppb)

laboratories.
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Figure 3: Pesticide average MDLs with 99% conﬁdence interval.

inexperience with this complex analysis, and an extremely complex interfering matrix. The SDO team recognized these factors as key inﬂuencers
affecting the higher %RSD values.
The SDO team recommendation
was for the state to adopt the 99%
conﬁdence interval as the initial MRL
for each analyte. This recommendation would incorporate the capabilities of the current laboratory community into the MRL determination,
ensuring that the laboratories would
at least be able to detect the analytes
of interest.
The CDPHE was tasked with determining the MRLs for the pesticides
based on the data and recommendation of the SDO. CDPHE staff including toxicologists, statisticians, marijuana laboratory certiﬁcation staff,
and analytical scientists were gathered. This group reviewed known

toxicological data and other state
pesticide MRL information to set the
recommended MRL. They developed
recommended MRLs for each pesticide and these were presented to
the stakeholder group. After receiving public comment and feedback,
the information was collected and the
MRLs at the 99% conﬁdence interval
were incorporated into draft rules for
consideration in ofﬁcial rule-making
procedures.

Conclusions and
Recommendations
The state of Colorado announced the
rule-making process was completed and Rule 712 was adopted on November 17, 2017 and became effective January 1, 2018. The new rule, in
addition to other contaminants, includes the 13 pesticides now required
for testing and the MRLs are based
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on the MDLs from this multilaboratory study (4). See Table II for a summary of the MRLs. The approach of
incorporating MDLs to set MRLs was
challenged by members of the analytical community in Colorado who cited
that they were not risk-based. However, regulators in Colorado persisted, explaining that the approach was
sound given that the MRLs are not
meant to be risk-based limits, but are
instead set to ensure laboratories can
detect banned pesticides that are not
permitted for use in Colorado with acceptable precision, accuracy, and sensitivity from a cannabis bud matrix.
A number of noteworthy achievements have resulted from this effort.
It is important to recognize this is the
ﬁrst and only study of its kind in the
cannabis industry. This effort demonstrated that public–private partnerships can successfully resolve challenges while saving time and money
through volunteer effort. It also demonstrated that when such efforts are
undertaken with appropriate leadership, experience, and planning, the
timeline for completion is shortened.
Taking less than 20 months to complete a study of this magnitude is generally considered astoundingly fast in
the science community. In addition,
using a science-based approach to
setting regulatory levels for contaminants in cannabis buds to protect
public health is also a novel and uncommon approach among rule-making practices. Its successful application in this case demonstrates a viable
approach that might be applied to
similar challenges in other states as
cannabis regulations emerge and develop. Finally, observing government
and industry working together as a
stakeholder community, volunteering time, equipment, materials, and
space to solve a problem is not only
encouraging, but shows that when
given proper deﬁnition of a problem accompanied by a solution the
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Table II: Pesticides MRLs shown as “Detection Limits” from Colorado’s Retail Marijuana Code Document (5)
Substance
Abamectin (avermectins: B1a and B1b)

Detection Limits

Azoxystrobin

<0.02 ppm

Bifenazate

<0.02 ppm

Etoxazole

<0.01 ppm

Imazalil

<0.04 ppm

Imidacloprid

<0.02 ppm

Malathion

<0.05 ppm

Myclobutanil

<0.04 ppm

Permethrin (mix of isomers)

<0.04 ppm

Spinosad (mixture of A and D)

<0.06 ppm

Spiromesifen

<0.03 ppm

Spirotetramat

<0.02 ppm

Tebuconazole

<0.01 ppm

community will rise to the challenge
and deliver beyond expectations.
The study represents a public–private partnership among state and
local government agencies with the
marijuana industry, testing laboratories, cultivators, extraction laboratories, and infused product manufacturers. The goal was to provide a
scientiﬁc, fact-based recommendation for the determination of pesticides in marijuana MRLs. As we noted with regard to the large variability
of the %RSDs, the industry will beneﬁt from standardized test methods,
and greater experience. The process should be reviewed in the future
once laboratories have developed improved methods and gain additional
experience. The MDL procedures for
each laboratory should be completed
annually. A review of these collected
MDL studies would yield a good potential metric to repeat the study. This
will allow the MRLs to be adjusted to
the current laboratory competencies.
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Improved Workﬂow in the Analysis
of Pesticide Residues in Cannabis
by GC–MS/MS and LC–MS/MS
In this work, several steps were developed to improve the workﬂow in the analysis of pesticide
residues from cannabis plant material by liquid chromatography tandem mass spectrometry (LC–MS/
MS) and gas chromatography (GC)–MS/MS. The goals of the study were to optimize the extraction
and analysis process to reduce sample background, improve pesticide recoveries, and allow direct
injection of QuEChERS (quick, easy, cheap, effective, rugged, and safe) extracts, without dilution, for
high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) analysis. Reduced background and better pesticide
recoveries were achieved by the use of a QuEChERS cleanup with zirconia/C18 functionalized silica,
primary secondary amine (PSA), and a low-surface-area carbon blend. HPLC analysis was optimized
to provide late elution of coextracted cannabinoids relative to the targeted pesticides, thus making
it possible for a dump step to be used to prevent them from entering the MS detector. The HPLC
column conﬁguration used improved the peak shapes for the earliest eluted hydrophilic pesticides
when injecting extracts in 100% acetonitrile. This then allowed a single set of extracts to be analyzed
by both GC–MS/MS and LC–MS/MS.
Katherine K. Stenerson and Gary Oden

C

onsumption of cannabis or cannabis-based
products is currently legal in some form in 29
states in the United States plus the District of
Columbia. Testing of the plant materials and products
is required by many of these states; however, the specific test methods and target compound lists are not
mandated in all cases. In October 2016, the state of Oregon took a major step forward by requiring that all laboratories testing cannabis be accredited by the Oregon
Environmental Laboratory Accreditation Program (ORLEP) and licensed by the Oregon Liquor Control Commission (OLCC) (1). Consequently, Oregon Administrative Rules (OAR) list specific contaminants to be tested
in marijuana samples, along with action levels (2). The
pesticides on this list include carbamate, organophosphorus, macrocyclic lactone, neonicotinoid, pyrethroid,
and triazole fungicides as well as others. Action levels
per OAR vary from 0.2 to 1 μg/g, depending on the specific pesticide. In addition, the state of California, which
legalized recreational cannabis in 2016, recently released a proposed list of pesticides that includes all but
one of those found on the OAR list, plus eight more (3).
Because of its ease of use and applicability to a wide
range of pesticides, the QuEChERS (quick, easy, cheap,
effective, rugged, and safe) approach has been adopted by many testing laboratories for use on cannabis.

After extraction, incorporation of a cleanup step is important for removing pigments as well as other contaminants. A QuEChERS cleanup using a mixture of primary secondary amine (PSA), C18, and graphitized carbon
black (GCB) is often chosen for this purpose. PSA removes acidic interferences, C18 removes hydrophobic
interferences, and GCB retains some pigments—specifically the green color imparted by chlorophyll. This
mixture of sorbents thus retains a wide range of contaminants; however, it also has potential to reduce recoveries of target pesticides that are susceptible to
hydrophobic retention on C18, or planar enough in
structure to be strongly retained by GCB. In previous
work by Stenerson and colleagues with cannabis, an alternative sorbent mix was evaluated for cleanup in the
analysis of various pesticides, and found to offer a better balance than a traditional mixture of PSA/C18/GCB
with regards to removal of pigmentation and pesticide
recovery (4). This sorbent mix contained PSA, a zirconia-coated C18 functionalized silica, and a specialized
carbon. The zirconia retains by Lewis acid–base interactions, and has been found to reduce the background
of certain fatty compounds as well as some pigments.
The carbon is a low surface area graphitized variety that
has been shown to have weaker retention of small, planar molecules such as certain pesticides. In this work,
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the pesticide list tested previously was expanded to include many
of those on the OAR list described
above. The alternative sorbent mix
was compared directly to a conventional blend of PSA/C18/GCB
for cleanup and analysis of spiked
replicates of cannabis plant material analyzed by liquid chromatography–tandem mass spectrometry
(LC–MS/MS) and gas chromatography–tandem mass spectrometry
(GC–MS/MS). For the LC–MS/MS
portion of the analysis, the column
and mobile phase selection was optimized to improve overall workflow,
which is described here.

Experimental
Sample Preparation
Dried cannabis was pulverized using
an IKA T10 Ultra Turrax mixer. Next,
1.9 g was weighed into a 50-mL centrifuge tube and spiked with pesticides at 50 ng/g. After a 10-min equilibration time, the sample was mixed
with 10 mL of deionized water and allowed to sit for 30 min. Then 10 mL
of acetonitrile was added, and the
sample was shaken at 2500 rpm for
30 min. A mixture of 4 g of magnesium sulfate, 1 g of sodium chloride,
0.5 g of sodium citrate dibasic sesquihydrate, and 1 g of sodium citrate tribasic dihydrate was added,
and the sample was shaken for 1 min.
The sample was then centrifuged at
5000 rpm for 5 min, and the supernatant was removed for cleanup.
Next, 1 mL of extract was added to
a 2-mL tube containing the mixture
of cleanup sorbents. Two different
sorbent mixtures were used:
1. PSA/C18/GCB/MgSO 4
(400 mg, 400 mg, 400 mg,
and 1200 mg, respectively)
2. PSA/zirconia-coated C18
functionalized silica/lowsurface-area graphitized
carbon (400 mg, 480 mg,
and 80 mg, respectively)
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Samples were shaken for 1 min,
and then centrifuged at 5000 rpm for
3 min. The supernatant was removed
for analysis.
Sample Analysis
A single set of extracts was analyzed directly after cleanup, and
without dilution, on both an Agilent 6460 LC–MS/MS system and
an Agilent 7000C GC–MS/MS system. Pesticides that did not yield
response by LC–MS/MS were analyzed by GC–MS/MS. The HPLC
column used was a 10 cm x 2.1 mm,
3.0-μm Ascentis RP-Amide column,
equipped with a 3 cm x 2.1 mm,
5-μm RP-Amide guard column. A
gradient of 5 mM ammonium formate, 0.1% formic acid in 5:95 water–acetonitrile and 5 mM ammonium formate, 0.1% formic acid in
95:5 water–acetonitrile was used at
a flow rate of 0.4 mL/min. The gradient started at 10% organic, held
for 1 min at 10%, ramped to 100% in
13 min, and finally held at 100% for
6 min. The sample injection volume
was 5 μL, and the column temperature was maintained at 30 °C.
GC analysis was performed on a
20 m x 0.18 mm, 0.18-μm film thickness SLB-5ms column, with an oven
program starting at 50 °C, with a
2-min hold, and ramping at 8 °C/min
to 325 °C with a 10-min hold. Helium
carrier gas was used at a constant
flow rate of 1.2 mL/min. The injection port temperature was 250 °C,
and a 1-μL injection was performed
in pulsed splitless mode with a 50psi pulse held until 0.75 min. The liner used was a 4-mm i.d. tapered FocusLiner containing quartz wool.
Quantitation was done against a
ﬁve-point matrix-matched calibration curve prepared in unspiked cannabis extract. Separate curves were
prepared for each cleanup. No internal standards were used, thus all recovery values reported are absolute.
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Results and Discussion
HPLC Column and
Mobile-Phase selection
Typical cannabis samples analyzed
by testing laboratories contain high
levels of cannabinoids, often in the
range of 20–25% by weight. These
compounds will coextract with the
pesticides during the QuEChERS
process, and are only partially removed during cleanup. In the case
of LC–MS/MS analysis, these remaining cannabinoids can build
up on the detector, resulting in
the need for more frequent system
maintenance. In this study, column
and mobile-phase selection were
based on conditions that would
force elution of the cannabinoids
as late as possible in the run, ideally after the pesticides. Under these
conditions, the diverter valve on
the LC–MS/MS system could be set
to flow to waste after elution of the
last pesticide. This setting will then
prevent a majority of the cannabinoids from entering the detector.
To facilitate the appropriate high
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) conditions, a screening
experiment was designed to study
elution of the major cannabinoids
relative to the targeted pesticides
on several different column chemistries, and using both acetonitrile
and methanol based gradients. The
column chemistries screened were
as follows:
1. C18
2. RP-Amide
3. Phenyl-hexyl
4. Biphenyl
5. F5
All columns were 10 cm x 2.1 mm
columns with 2.7-μm fused-core particle packings. The fused-core particle architecture version of these
chemistries was initially chosen
for both efficiency and speed. The
HPLC conditions were similar to
those listed previously in the experi-
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Figure 1: Comparison of elution proﬁles between (a) C18 and (b) RP-Amide using an
acetonitrile gradient. Cannabinoids are in red and pesticides are in black.
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ranges. Overlap was notably less
than obtained using the C18 column
(Figure 1), which is a commonly used
chemistry for this application. In
addition, comparing acetonitrile to
methanol in the mobile phase, using
the former in the gradient eluted the
pesticides faster, further decreasing
overlap with the cannabinoids.
To simplify the method as much
as possible, the same QuEChERS
extract was analyzed by both HPLC
and GC. However, as indicated
previously in the column screening
experiment, injection of 100% acetonitrile into the high aqueous starting
conditions of the gradient produced
poor peak shapes for the early
eluted pesticides. To improve the
peak shapes of these compounds,
a 3-μm fully porous RP-Amide column was substituted for the 2.7-μm
fused-core RP-Amide column. The
installation of a guard column further improved peak shape (Figure
2), most likely because of increased
retention and improved mixing of
the sample with the mobile phase.
In addition, when working with
high background samples, the use
of a guard column is highly recommended to extend the life of the
analytical column.
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Figure 2: Comparison of peak shapes for early eluted pesticides: (a) 2.7-μm fused-core RPAmide, (b) 3-μm fully porous RP-Amide, (c) 3-μm fully porous RP-Amide plus guard column.

mental section, with ultraviolet (UV)
used for detection, and ammonium
formate omitted from the mobile
phase. Samples were injected in
100% acetonitrile to emulate samples resulting from the QuEChERS extraction. As expected, on all

five columns this injection solvent
resulted in poor peak shapes of the
earliest eluted pesticides. Focusing
on overall retention profiles, the
RP-Amide column yielded the least
amount of overlap between the
pesticide and cannabinoid elution
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Background Reduction
As expected, the coextracted chlorophyll generated a QuEChERS extract with a deep green color. After cleanup, a majority of the green
color was removed by both cleanups, with the final extracts appearing as a light yellow. Analysis by GC–
MS in full scan mode (not shown)
produced similar peak patterns between both cleanups and the uncleaned extract, but a difference
in amplitude of background peaks
(which consisted mainly of terpenes
and cannabinoids). Overall reduction in background was compared
by summation of total peak area
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for each chromatographic analysis.
Compared to no cleanup, the alternative sorbent mix reduced background by 35% and PSA/C18/GCB
by 31%.
Elution of Cannabinoids
Using the optimized HPLC conditions described previously for the ﬁnal LC–MS/MS analysis of the cannabis extracts, minimal overlap was
observed between two of the major
cannabinoids present in the samples,
and the later eluted pesticides. Figure 3 shows an extracted ion chromatogram (EIC) of m/z 314.5, taken
from a full scan LC–MS analysis of a
cannabis extract. This mass represents the molecular ion of the two
major cannabinoids detected in the
sample extract; tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) and cannabidiol (CBD).
As indicated, the last pesticide analyzed, pyridaben, was eluted just before cannabidiol. The most abundant
cannabinoid present, THC, was eluted well after. Column ﬂow could be
switched to waste after elution of
pyridaben, preventing some of the
CBD and all of the THC from entering the MS system. Other cannabinoids; speciﬁcally cannabigerol
(CBG), cannabinol (CBN), cannabidiolic acid (CBDA), cannabichromene
(CBC), cannabigerolic acid (CBGA),
and tetrahydrocannabinolic acid
(THCAA), are known to be eluted
after CBD on the RP-Amide phase.
Thus, if present in a cannabis sample,
all of these could also be diverted to
waste as well.
Pesticide Recoveries
The pesticides included in this study
represented a majority of those on
the OAR list. Two pesticides from
this list, avermectin B1a and naled
were not analyzed because of lack
of response. Avermectin is prone to
sodium and potassium adduct formation. The presence of ammonium
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THC, RT = 14.53
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Pyridaben, RT = 13.30
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Figure 3: EIC, m/z 314.5, from full scan analysis of cannabis extract (in blue), overlaid
with TIC of MRM analysis for pesticides.

formate in the mobile phase should
reduce this occurrence (because it
is monitored as an ammonium adduct). However, even with these
measures, others have also reported issues with low-level detection
of this compound (5,6). Naled is susceptible to adsorption by PSA, and
thus did not make it through the
cleanup process with either sorbent mix.
Comparing spike data between
the two cleanup methods, the alternative mix exhibited better overall performance than PSA/C18/GCB.
Looking at data for the individual pesticides (Table I), bifenthrin,
chlorantraniliprole, clofentezin, fenproximate, fludioxinil, and hexythiazox showed notably better recoveries using the alternative sorbent
mix. Although none of these are
completely planar in structure, it is
possible that recovery was reduced
using PSA/C18/GCB because of the
hydrophobic retention on the GCB
phase, which has a higher surface
area than the carbon in the alternative mix.
Several
pesticides
exhibited
poor recoveries after both cleanup techniques. Bifenazate recovery was around 50%. This compound is susceptible to oxidation to
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bifenazate-diazine, which may have
occurred to some degree during
the extraction and cleanup process
(7). Daminozide is a carboxylic acid,
and thus its recovery was affected
in both cleanups by the presence
of PSA. Matrix interference prevented the analysis of dichlorvos in the
PSA/C18/GCB extracts. In the extracts cleaned with the alternative
mix, the peak could be detected,
but recoveries were low and variable. This low recovery is most likely because of the retention on the
zirconia-based sorbent as a result
of Lewis acid–base interaction between the zirconia and the phosphate group present in the structure
of dichlorvos. This same behavior has been observed by the author and others for this compound
when using zirconia sorbents (8–
10). Etofenprox is a very hydrophobic pesticide (log p = 7.1) and may
exhibit poor extraction efﬁciency
or retention by the C18 and zirconia
portions of the cleanup sorbents (although less so on the later). Imazalil
is a relatively polar pesticide, which
can be retained by PSA. Recovery
issues have also been observed by
others with this compound when
using zirconia containing sorbent
mixtures (10,11). Low recoveries of
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Table I: Comparison of pesticide recovery and reproducibility, using different cleanups, from cannabis spiked at 50 ng/g
Cleanup
Acephate
Acetamiprid
Aldicarb
Azoxystrobin
Bifenazate
Bifenthrin *
Boscalid
Carbaryl
Carbofuran
Chlorantraniliprole
Chlorfenapyr
Chlorpyrifos *
Clofentezin
Cyﬂuthrin*
Cypermethrin*
Daminozide
Diazinon *
Dichlorvos
Dimethoate
Ethoprop
Etofenprox
Etoxazole
Fenoxycarb
Fenpyroximate(E)
Fipronil*
Flonicamid
Fludioxonil
Hexythiazox
Imazalil
Imidacloprid
Kresoxim methyl
Malathion
Metalaxyl
Methiocarb
Methomyl
MGK-264
Myclobutanil
Oxamyl
Paclobutrazol
Permethrin
Phosmet
Piperonyl butoxide
Prallethrin
Propiconazole
Propoxur
Pyrethrin
Pyridaben
Spinosyn A
Spinosyn D
Spirotetramat
Spiromesifen*
Spiroxamine
Tebuconazole
Thiacloprid
Thiamethoxam
Triﬂoxystrobin

PSA/Zirconia, C18 Silica/LowSurface-Area Carbon

PSA/C18/GCB

Analysis

% Rec

% RSD (n = 3)

% Rec

% RSD (n = 3)

72%
87%
85%
90%
50%
74%
85%
87%
89%
87%
72%
87%
77%
72%
77%
4%
92%
31%
87%
82%
59%
76%
85%
74%
94%
86%
78%
72%
49%
88%
84%
84%
88%
88%
89%
81%
87%
89%
77%
54%
90%
81%
72%
73%
89%
71%
68%
42%
42%
75%
80%
26%
67%
87%
87%
85%

12%
5%
15%
4%
6%
4%
3%
7%
5%
6%
3%
5%
6%
6%
16%
45%
3%
23%
4%
3%
15
2%
6%
3%
5%
11%
5%
3%
5%
4%
13%
5%
4%
6%
5%
2%
3%
4%
3%
2%
5%
5%
10%
7%
5%
6%
5%
10%
9%
1%
5%
1%
4%
5%
5%
5%

82%
86%
82%
88%
50%
57%
82%
87%
88%
72%
69%
71%
58%
112%
49%
3%
88%
matrix
86%
81%
55
69%
84%
59%
86%
88%
61%
63%
66%
86%
79%
73%
87%
82%
88%
75%
88%
95%
85%
58%
79%
73%
67%
79%
87%
67%
62%
42%
35%
76%
61%
27%
80%
86%
86%
79%

6%
0.9%
7%
2%
2%
9%
5%
2%
2%
1%
16%
5%
4%
11%
25%
64%
10%
0.4%
3%
8
2%
2%
2%
2%
3%
12%
4%
2%
2%
7%
6%
2%
2%
2%
5%
2%
2%
0.5%
6%
7%
2%
7%
7%
1%
29%
1%
2%
19%
1%
12%
3%
1%
1%
3%
2%

LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
GC
LC
LC
LC
LC
GC
GC
LC
GC
GC
LC
GC
LC
LC
LC
GC
LC
LC
LC
GC
LC
GC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
GC
LC
LC
LC
GC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC
GC
LC
LC
LC
LC
LC

*See reference 4
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spinosyn A and D, which are large
macrocyclic lactones, have been reported when using C18, carbon, and
zirconia-containing sorbents (12).
The use of citrate buffering in the
QuEChERS extraction has been observed to increase recovery, possibly by displacement of the analytes
from the zirconia (10). Low spiroxamine recovery could not be attributed solely to cleanup, and may
be because of an issue with extraction efﬁciency.

using an RP-Amide column and
acetonitrile-based gradient can
be used to elute most of the
cannabinoids after the targeted
pesticides. Compared to C18,
the RP-Amide phase showed
less overlap between the
elution ranges of the targeted
pesticides and the coextracted
cannabinoids. This separation
would allow a switch to waste
on the LC–MS/MS system after
elution of the last pesticide,
which would in turn prevent
some of the cannabinoids
from entering the MS.

Conclusions
To improve workﬂow in the analysis
of a highly varied list of pesticides
in cannabis, such as that required by
Oregon, several recommendations
can be made.
• QuEChERS extraction and
cleanup can be used; and both
LC–MS/MS and GC–MS/MS
will be required for analysis.
• Cleanup using the alternative
mix of PSA, zirconia-coated,
C18 silica, and a low surface
area graphitized carbon can
be substituted for PSA/C18/
GCB. Pesticide recovery
using this mix was found to
be better overall, especially
for several pesticides. Both
cleanups reduced the green
color of the extracts, however,
the alternative mix was found
to produce a slightly lower
background by GC–MS. The
coextracted cannabinoids were
reduced by both cleanups
(more so with the alternative
mix), however signiﬁcant
levels will still be present in
the ﬁnal cleaned extracts.
• To prevent contamination
of the LC–MS/MS system
from cannabinoids, a
chromatographic approach
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• To use the same set of extracts
for both GC and LC, samples
must be injected in 100%
acetonitrile. This injection
solvent results in distorted
peak shapes for early eluted
peaks in the LC–MS/MS
analysis. Peak shape can be
improved by using a fully
porous 3-μm column in place
of a 2.7-μm fused-core column,
as was demonstrated here with
the RP-Amide. The addition
of a guard column will further
improve peak shapes, and is
recommended to prolong the
life of the analytical column.
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Goal-Oriented Extraction Processes
Many processes have been adopted for extraction and reﬁnement of cannabis. Much like traditional
botanical extractions, the aim of these techniques is to provide the desirable qualities of cannabis
in a more readily usable form for the delivery method of choice. The wide range of options available
has left processors questioning the best method for their extractions. A goal-oriented approach,
focused on ﬁnding the best ﬁt between process and physicochemical product attributes is critical.
Pairing this goal-oriented process development with analytically guided optimization will allow for
the development of an ideal process to deliver the best end product.

O

ne of the key challenges when designing a cannabis processing plant is the overwhelming number
of options available. Within a cannabis processing plant, decisions about unit operations will need to be
made around preprocessing, extraction, and puriﬁcation.
Even after landing on an extraction process between light
hydrocarbon, ethanol, solventless, or supercritical ﬂuid options, there are myriad equipment vendors offering the latest and greatest technologies for each process. This plethora of possibilities leads to the unfortunate, but unavoidable
question: What’s the best? While this question addresses
some basic design options for the process, the far more critical question to ask is, what’s the best for my products?
Answering that question demands a holistic view of
the process, and not simply siloed unit operations. This

question drives us toward goal-oriented process development, which invariably results in higher efﬁciencies and
higher end-product quality. Regardless of whether the end
product is as basic as a simple extract, a high-end consumable, or a pharmaceutical-grade formulation, understanding the physicochemical attributes that drive that product’s
quality will assist in making decisions about how to design a
cannabis process. These attributes may be things like cannabinoid potency ranges, viscosity, color, clarity, or aroma.
Each of these desired properties can be carefully crafted by
choosing and arranging the optimal unit operations into a
complete process.
While the common parlance in the industry has become “extraction lab,” when designing a cannabis process
there are three key stages: preprocessing, extraction, and
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puriﬁcation. Each of these stages is
ﬁlled with options that will affect the
properties of the resulting cannabis
extract. Making decisions about those
stages becomes much more straightforward when you are armed with the
requirements of an end product.

Preprocessing
Preprocessing may begin as early as making decisions about how to
dry and store cannabis raw material. If, for example, the end product
requires fresh aroma notes like a live
resin, then this unit operation may demand no drying and frozen storage. If,
on the other hand, the goal is to deliver the traditional cured ﬂavor of cannabis, then identifying the optimal
temperature, humidity, and moisture
content will drive the development
of that process step. The key is identifying metrics by which to grade our
process—in this case, perhaps moisture and terpene content—and having
a way to measure it.
A recurring theme in process development is the criticality of analysis. Analytical methods provide the feedback
required for design. In the above example, a drying process is proposed
for delivering a targeted terpene proﬁle. That process could then be carried out, and the resulting dry cannabis raw material could be analyzed
via gas chromatography (GC) to determine if the targeted terpene proﬁle was achieved. Because the target
is rarely achieved on the ﬁrst attempt,
the drying process conditions (temperature, humidity) should be altered,
the experiment repeated, and more
terpene data collected. This iterative
process design will result in an optimized approach while keeping the
goals of the end product in mind, all
because of the feedback provided by
analysis.
Another important preprocessing step is raw material size reduction. This step is often skipped, but
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in many cases, it can enhance the efﬁciency and quality of a cannabis extraction process. The goal of this process step is to decrease the particle size
of the material to be extracted, resulting in an increased surface area available for solvent extraction. Again, taking a holistic view, we might recognize
that this would beneﬁt solvent-based
extraction processes such as those using butane, ethanol, or a supercritical
ﬂuid, but perhaps would be detrimental to some of the solventless extraction processes.
Next, we look to the goal of our
process. Let’s assume we are interested in delivering the bioactive components of the cannabis raw material as
close to their natural state as possible
in our ﬁnished extract and optimizing
the efﬁciency of our extraction process. We can then deﬁne metrics that
tell us if we have accomplished those
goals. For example, I may hypothesize
that by creating a ground raw material with a consistent and small particle
size I will increase the efﬁciency of my
extraction. Again, we turn to our iterative process design mindset and test
several size-reduction variables (that
is, milling versus grinding, room temperature versus chilled, low-speed
grinding versus high-speed grinding), and using an instrument such as
a sieve shaker or particle size analyzer I
can determine which process variable
gives me the smallest and most consistent ground particle size. To achieve
the goal of delivering “nature identical” bioactives, I can analyze for target
compounds such as the cannabinoids
and terpenes before and after the size
reduction process to ensure that degradation resulting from thermal or oxidative damage is minimized.

Extraction
The heart of any cannabis processing
plant is the extraction process. This
unit operation will have a major impact
on every physicochemical attribute of
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the cannabis extract being processed
and will likely represent a signiﬁcant
portion of the capital outlay associated with a processing plant.
Light hydrocarbons, speciﬁcally butane and propane, have been used for
cannabis extraction for some time (1).
This solvent system provides fast extractions and is fairly selective for cannabinoids and terpenes, meaning it
is possible to avoid coextracting other potentially unwanted compounds
from the cannabis raw material. Light
hydrocarbon extraction systems tend
to be middle of the road in terms of
capital cost, but depending on local
safety requirements it may demand
a serious infrastructure investment to
create a safe working space.
From the lens of goal-oriented
process development, light hydrocarbon extractions have two limitations.
The ﬁrst involves tunability. Compared
to other extraction processes like supercritical ﬂuid extraction, there are a
smaller number of variables that can
be adjusted when producing a light
hydrocarbon extract, which means
the processor has less impact on the
properties of the extract produced.
The upshot of this lack of tunability is
an ease of use and shallower learning
curve for operators. Secondly, while
butane and propane are highly volatile compounds, a post-processing
step, usually referred to as purging, is
required to remove the solvent from
the extract. This purge step is often
carried out in vacuum ovens and involves heating the extract under deep
vacuum conditions to drive off the
remaining solvent. Through regulations, each state will dictate the degree to which these solvents must be
removed. Colorado, for example, has
just reduced its limit from <5000 ppm
butane to <1000 ppm (2).
Again, analysis becomes a critical step for driving the development
of an optimized process. If simple efﬁciency and throughput is the aim of
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Figure 1: Plot showing the effect of butane solvent removal on terpene content in cannabis extract. These data could be used to optimize a solvent purging process. Adapted
with permission from reference 3.

our process optimization, it is critical to determine which vacuum pressure and temperature combination results in the fastest removal of butane
from our extract to achieve a product
that meets the regulatory speciﬁcations. To determine this, a residual solvent analysis (RSA) must be performed
on samples from the purge process
to determine how much butane remains at various times under a given
set of purging conditions. If, for example, the RSA result on a sample comes
back above the regulatory speciﬁcation, the process developer knows
they must either increase the purge
time, increase the temperature of the
purge, or pull a deeper vacuum.
It is quite unlikely, though, that the
only goal of this process is efﬁciency.
Delivering a high level of terpenes is
critical both to the bioactive and organoleptic properties of the extract. This
challenge adds a new layer of complexity because the methods for improving purge efﬁciency (increased
time and temperature) will also result
in greater loss of terpenes. In this case,
it is critical to analyze both the residual
solvent content and the terpene content throughout the purge process. An
example of the type of data that could
be generated for this process development is shown in Figure 1. During a
purge process at a given temperature

and pressure, samples can be pulled
and analyzed for terpene and residual solvent content. This step not only
gives the process developer a sense
of how long it will take to produce
material within speciﬁcation, but also
the expected loss of terpenes. Similar charts would then be produced at
different temperatures and pressures
until the developer ﬁnds a set of conditions that meets their goal of minimizing purge time and terpene loss.
Ethanol extraction has become increasingly popular because of its fast
extraction, low capital costs, and clear
designation as a food-grade solvent.
Ethanol is a less selective solvent than
butane and propane, but depending on the goals of the extraction this
characteristic could be either a positive or negative attribute. If the goal
is to strip a wide range of compounds
from the cannabis raw material beyond just cannabinoids and terpenes,
ethanol will certainly accomplish that.
Because of this, it is not uncommon for
ethanol extraction to be coupled with
post-extraction puriﬁcation processes
to remove some unwanted coextractives. Just like with light hydrocarbon
extraction, solvent removal becomes
the most time-consuming step in
the process. For ethanol extracts, it
is more common for rotary or falling
ﬁlm evaporation to be used because
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ethanol requires signiﬁcantly more energy to evaporate compared to butane. This means that the vast majority of volatile aroma compounds will
be stripped from the extract during
solvent removal. If those compounds
are not important to the end product,
then this potential problem is a non-issue, but if your formulation is meant to
leverage the entourage effect of cannabinoids and terpenes acting synergistically to drive a condition speciﬁc
effect, then this approach may not be
the ideal process.
Supercritical ﬂuid carbon dioxide
(CO2) extraction has risen to a place
of prominence in the cannabis industry. Its steep learning curve and high
capital spend mean it is not the ideal choice for some, but the depth of
tunability afforded by its solvent system gives the processor a level of control on the extract produced that no
other process can provide. This tunability is due to a unique property of
CO2 in the supercritical phase. By altering the pressure and temperature
conditions of the extraction, the operator can alter the solvent characteristics of the CO2 (4). What this means is
that the process developer can design
an extraction process to select only
the compounds that meet the goals of
their end product.
Additionally, CO2 requires no further work for solvent removal because
it simply evaporates from the extract
as it is collected from the extractor.
This means that after a method is developed for the extraction of cannabis with supercritical ﬂuid CO2, there
is no additional solvent removal process where volatile compounds can be
lost. This gives the operator the ability
to capture truly nature identical aroma
proﬁles from their raw material. Figure 2 illustrates this point by displaying two chromatograms back to back.
The top chromatogram represents
the terpene proﬁle of a cannabis raw
material before extraction, while the
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Puriﬁcation
Post-extraction puriﬁcation can range
from simple ﬁltration, often referred
to as winterization, to more complex
processes, such as distillation or preparative-scale chromatography. Again,
the requirements of the end product
should drive decisions here. Winterization leverages melting point differences between the various components in an extract to precipitate out
unwanted waxes at a reduced temperature. It is then possible to ﬁlter
away those waxes while retaining most
of the other compounds in the extract. This means that while winterization can reduce the overall viscosity of
the extract and increase the cannabinoid potency, it will have little effect
on the overall color and clarity of the
ﬁnished extract. If, for example, the
end product can use oil of any color or
clarity, but the formulation can’t handle some of the plant waxes that may
have been coextracted by an ethanol
solvent, then winterization may be a
perfect choice.
Distillation can purify an extract by
selective evaporation. By evaporating,
condensing, and collecting the various fractions of an extract that evaporate at different temperatures, an
operator can pull a highly pure cannabinoid fraction, often referred to
as distillate. This distillate will be very
high in cannabinoid potency, will be
light in color, and will have high clarity, but it will not retain many of the other compounds from the raw material.
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bottom chromatogram (intentionally
ﬂipped for ease of viewing) represents
an 18-fold dilution of the terpene extract produced by supercritical ﬂuid
CO2 extraction. Although only a few
of the notable compounds are labeled
speciﬁcally, the comprehensive mirroring of the two spectra clearly shows
how powerful this extraction technology is at producing truly nature identical extracts.
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Figure 2: Tail to tail comparison of terpene proﬁles in cannabis raw material (Durban
Poison) and resulting supercritical ﬂuid CO2 extract at 18-fold dilution via GC–ﬂame ionization detection (FID). Adapted with permission from reference 3.

In fact, because of the high temperatures required for the distillation of
cannabinoids, many bioactives in the
extract can be degraded in the process. Therefore, if a product demands a
fuller spectrum of cannabis bioactives,
distillation may not be the ideal technology, but if a high clarity, high cannabinoid potency extract is the goal, it
may be a good choice.
Lastly, preparative-scale chromatography can purify the compounds in
an extract based on their afﬁnity to the
stationary phase within a chromatography column. This process will provide the highest levels of purity for individual cannabinoids (upwards of 95%
pure), but will separate out the vast
majority of other compounds. This puriﬁcation process produces an extract
that allows a product developer to formulate with highly pure cannabinoids,
but it will not deliver the complete efﬁcacy of the raw material.

Conclusion

product demands, and relying on
analysis to provide feedback when optimizing processes. By keeping these
considerations in mind as guidelines,
ﬁnding the answer to “what’s the best
for my product?” can be a straightforward, though still laborious process.
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This small snapshot of the options
available shows just how complex the
task of process development can be in
the cannabis industry. The keys to effective process development are having a complete understanding of the
physicochemical attributes the end
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Tutorial

General Application of QuEChERS
Extraction in the Isolation of Cannabinoids
In the context of efforts to develop consensus-based reference methods for cannabinoid analysis, this
tutorial discusses the methods to prepare samples for analysis in consensus methods. Speciﬁcally, the
steps behind the QuEChERS (quick, easy, cheap, effective, rugged, and safe) method of dispersive solidphase extraction (dSPE) and salting out are explained as applied to the analysis of cannabinoids of interest.
Douglas E. Raynie

P

recise measurements are vital to any transaction of commerce. As the medical marijuana industry grows in the
United States, in addition to standard weights and monetary measures, potency, impurities, and related measures
become important. These measures are exacerbated by two
external factors. First, the industry has its roots in the counterculture movement and the associated resistance to (governmental) regulation. Second, and more fundamental, since
cannabis is illegal under federal law, individual states are developing their regulations on a state-by-state basis.
In addition to measuring purity, potency determination is
another key factor to ensure that the dose is consistent between different forms of cannabis product. Until the industry
is regulated on a more widespread level, it would not be unexpected for cannabis products to have a wide range of cannabinoid levels. Additionally, potency can vary with the stage
of the growing season, the part of the plant harvested, or different plant strains.
To bring standardization to cannabis testing, especially
in anticipation of future federal legalization and regulation,
AOAC International has led the way—along with Spex CertiPrep and Spex Sample Prep, Sigma-Aldrich, GW Pharmaceuticals, Sciex, CEM Corporation, and SC Labs—through its
working groups initiative. A draft ﬁtness-for-purpose statement and standard method performance requirements are
being considered. These will deﬁne the minimum performance characteristics necessary to evaluate quantitative analytical methods. Ultimately, quantitative methods are needed for measurements of cannabinoids in raw materials and
formulations like topical creams and foods. Plans are for
the required determination of ﬁve cannabinoids (see Table I) with an additional ﬁve cannabinoids listed as desirable
(cannabichromene, CAS No. 20675-51-8; cannabichromenic acid, CAS No. 20408-52-0; cannabidivarinic acid, CAS
No. 31932-13-5; cannabigerol, CAS No. 25654-31-3; cannabigerolic acid, CAS No. 25555-57-1; cannabidivarin, CAS No.
24274-48-4; Δ8-tetrahydrocannabinol, CAS No. 5957-75-5;

tetrahydrocannabivarin, CAS No. 28172-17-0; and tetrahydrocannabivarin acid, CAS No. 28172-17-0). While Cerilliant has
standards available for all ﬁve of the required cannabinoids,
Restek, Sigma-Aldrich, API Standards, Echo Pharmaceutical,
Lipomed AG, and the United States Pharmacopeia (USP) each
have standards available for one or more of the cannabinoids
required or desired for testing. Further information on the involvement of AOAC International with cannabis testing can
be found on their website, www.aoac.org.
Surprisingly, there is little published literature on the extraction of cannabis or cannabis products for the isolation of
cannabinoids before analysis. However, it seems that those involved in this testing are settling on the technique known as
QuEChERS (quick, easy, cheap, effective, rugged, and safe).
Developed in 2003 by Anastassiades and Lehotay (1) for the
determination of pesticides in fruits and vegetables, the utility of the technique has been extended to a multitude of residues or natural products in plant matter, meats, soil, and other
complex sample matrices. QuEChERS combines the well-established analytical approaches of salting out followed by dispersive solid-phase extraction (dSPE). This general scheme is
outlined in Figure 1. Some vendors, such as those involved
with the AOAC working group, are actively involved with developing QuEChERS for the extraction of cannabinoids from
cannabis products and can be considered good partners for
those laboratories involved with such determinations. To isolate cannabinoids from cannabis products for subsequent
analysis, these general steps are followed:
1. Before the QuEChERS extraction, the cannabis
product should be ground to a free-ﬂowing powder
using an analytical mill or a coffee or spice grinder.
Gummy candies cannot be easily ground, so
cutting them into small pieces should sufﬁce. For
other samples that are difﬁcult to grind, the analyst
may freeze the sample before grinding and add
a small piece of dry ice to the mill or grinder.
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3. The contents of the centrifuge
tube are shaken for 1 min.

10 g sample +10 mL acetonitrile + internal standard
in 50-mL centifuge tube
Shake
vigorously for 1 min

Add 4 g magnesium sulfate, 1 g sodium citrate
dihydrate and 0.5 g sodium citrate sesquihydrate

Shake
vigorously for 1 min

Centrifuge 5 min at 3000 U/min

Transfer extract aliquot to centrifuge tube
containing PSA and magnesium sulfate

If fat-containing sample, freeze out fat

4. Next, 4 g of magnesium sulfate,
1 g of sodium citrate dihydrate,
and 0.50 g of sodium citrate
sesquihydrate are added to
the centrifuge tube. Several
chromatography-supply vendors
offer preweighed packets of these
salts. Other salts are used, instead
of those mentioned, for samples
that are heavily pigmented or
contain high fat content. If poor
results are obtained with these
guidelines, commercial reagent
kits speciﬁed for pigmented
samples should be evaluated.

Shake for 30 s

Centrifuge 5 min at 3000 U/min

Acidify aliquot for chromatographic
analysis

Figure 1: Flow chart for the determination of residues in produce by the QuEChERS
technique. Deviations from this scheme depending on the particular analytes and matrices are offered by a number of vendors.

5. The contents of the centrifuge
tube are shaken for 1 min, then
centrifuged at 3000g for 5 min. It
is important that the centrifuge be
balanced with two or more tubes
before centrifugation. Balancing
the centrifuge is usually not a
problem since it is straightforward
to perform multiple QuEChERS
extractions simultaneously. The
cannabinoids should extract into
the upper acetonitrile layer.

Table I: Cannabinoids required for testing as suggested by AOAC International
Compound

Abbreviation

CAS Number

Cannabidiol

CBD

13956-29-1

CBDA

1244-58-2

Cannabidiolic acid
Cannabinol

CBN

521-35-7

Tetrahydrocannabinol

THC

1972-08-3

THCA

23978-85-0

Tetrahydrocannabinolic acid

2. About 1.0 g of sample is
accurately weighed into a 50-mL
polypropylene centrifuge tube.
One difference between dried
marijuana samples and the
produce samples for which
QuEChERS was developed is
the moisture content, so water
must be added to hydrate the
dried plant matter. Guidelines
have yet to be established,

but 10.0 mL of water is a good
starting point. Allow adequate
time, 30–60 min, for the water to
soak into the cannabis sample.
Internal standard, if used, and
10.0 mL of high performance
liquid chromatography (HPLC)grade acetonitrile is added to
the centrifuge tube. In some
applications, acetonitrile fortiﬁed
with 1% acetic acid is used.
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6. A suitable, quantitative aliquot
of the extract (acetonitrile
layer) is removed and added
to a new, clean centrifuge tube
containing primary secondary
amine (PSA) and magnesium
sulfate. Again, preweighed
packets of these reagents are
commercially available. Before
this step, fatty samples, such
as some edibles or topical
applications, should be frozen to
coagulate and remove the fats.
7. The contents of this second
centrifuge tube are shaken
for 30–60 s, then centrifuged
at 3000g for 5 min.
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8. Acidify and remove an aliquot
for chromatographic analysis,
either gas chromatography (GC)
or liquid chromatography (LC). If
possible, matrix-matched standards
should be prepared for the
chromatography step by adding
cannabinoid standards to blank
cannabis extracts or extracts of a
similar nature. The best quantitative
results are obtained with the
standard addition method of
quantiﬁcation, but the requirements
of the analysis, such as potential
regulatory compliance, will dictate
the necessary quantiﬁcation. A
general analytical chemistry text, or
regulatory methods as they become
available, will explain methods of
quantiﬁcation like standard addition.

9. To measure the completeness
of extraction (that is, recovery),
make sure all extraction solvent
(acetonitrile) is removed from the
ﬁrst centrifuge tube (following
step 5) and re-extract following
this same procedure using
about half of the amount for
each salt discussed above.
Before GC analysis, the acid cannabinoids, cannabidiolic acid (CBDA)
and tetrahydrocannabinolic acid
(THCA), must be derivatized by
silylation to enhance analyte volatility and prevent undesirable adsorption on the column. Typically, MSTFA
(N-methyl-N-(trimethylsilyl) trifluoroacetamide) is used.

HPLC

GC

61

Conclusion
As the medical marijuana industry continues to gain acceptance and recognition, standardization of products and
analytical methods for purity testing will
move to the forefront. This will be driven
by efforts such as those led by the AOAC
working group and the QuEChERS extraction approach is very likely the method of choice for these determinations.
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Optimizing Cannabis
Extraction Yield by
Precision Milling
Markus Roggen and Blake Grauerholz, OutCo

The Fritsch Pulverisette 19 is utilized to ﬁnely mill
cannabis plant material in preparation for SFE
processes. The efﬁcient and precise reduction in
particle size optimizes oil output and formulation.
The fast-growing ﬁeld of cannabis extraction still holds
many process inefﬁciencies, that can be easily overcome.
A bottleneck often encountered is the packing density, or lack thereof, of cannabis plant material in the extraction vessel. Low packing density leads to a decrease
in extraction efﬁciency and increase in output variability.
Non-milled cannabis plant material generally experiences
packing densities of 100–125 g/L, whereas milled material
packs at 225–250 g/L.
The Fritsch Pulverisette 19 is an efﬁcient tool to quickly
comminute large volumes of cannabis plant material to a
precise particle size. Plant material is fed into the Pulverisette 19 through a large funnel for fast throughput. The
negative pressure in the milling system ensures a continuous ﬂow through the cutting rotor and the selected
sieve cassette for precise particle sizing, and prevents any
system clogging. The high throughput of up to 60 L/h is
supported by large collection vessels of up to 10 L. Fast
processing is further supported by unrestricted accessibility of the cutting chamber, quickly removable cutting rotor and sieve cassette, and generally easy-to-clean grinding chamber.
In this application note, we describe the general process employed at OutCo for sample preparation in their SFE
production operation. This will include particle size distribution data and experimental data on extraction yield increases due to particle size reduction.
After testing (Figure 1), we chose the 2 mm screen size,
as it allows for a high packing density, increased extraction

Figure 1: Extraction efﬁciency for different particle sizes. All
other inputs are identical, for example, type of material, weight
of material (2.0 kg), and extraction parameters, like temperature
(34 ˚C), pressure (124 bar), and run time (6 h).

speed, and optimized oil constitution, while allowing the
operator to constantly feed material into the mill itself, thus
increasing work efﬁciency. The blade speed of 300 rpm
was found to be optimal for narrow particle size distribution. Furthermore, this low blade speed avoids thermal
damage and loss of volatiles for the sample. It is important that the moisture content of the material being milled
is dry, below 15%, as the milling sieve will clog in the presence of moisture. One full extraction load of 4.5 kg can be
milled before stopping the machine to clean the sieve and
behind the milling wheel to prevent buildup of chlorophyll
and cannabis residue. If there is not enough of a single cultivar to facilitate a full extraction run, a blend of strains can
be homogenized using the Fritsch mill. Strains selected
for a blend should have complementary ﬂavor proﬁles and
can also be chosen to enhance therapeutic effects.
Other applications OutCo uses the mill for is sample
preparation for rosin pressing and milling of ﬂower for preroll production. It was found that different particle sizes
optimize draw behavior or item stability.

Conclusion
The Fritsch Pulverisette 19 critically supports OutCo’s extraction operations by providing fast milling of powders
with precise particle size distribution and minimal degradation of raw material.

Fritsch Milling & Sizing, Inc.
57 Grant Drive Suite G, Pittsboro, NC 27312,
tel. (919) 229-0599
www.fritsch-us.com
website: www.fritsch
us.com
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Figure 1: Diamond ATR spectra of four medicinally beneﬁcial cannaboid formulations: Plus+CBD Oil™ Softgels (black),
Plus+CBD Oil™ Capsules (green), A (red), and B (blue).

C annabinoids and opiates have been used for medicinal purposes for thousands of years for relief of pain and seizures. In
the early 1900s, an opioid epidemic resulted in restrictions
on opiates. Years later, tighter restrictions were also placed
on marijuana—one source of cannabinoids—although medical marijuana and cannabinoids have become increasingly legal and available in some states in recent years. The past few
years have again seen an increase in opioid overdoses and
even tighter regulation to prevent abuse, addiction, and possible deaths. Despite advances in medicine in the interim,
there are few therapeutic alternatives to the opioids with the
notable exception of cannabinoids.
At least 100 cannabinoids have been found to have medicinal properties. The most commonly known are CBD (cannabidiol) and THC (tetrahydrocannabinol). These are extracted from hemp and marijuana plants, which are botanically
distinct cannabis species. CBD extracted from hemp is available without prescription as a supplement, and contains no
THC. Cannibinoids extracted from marijuana include CBD as
well as some THC component, and hence are highly regulated because of the psychoactive properties of THC. CBD does
not appear to have any intoxicating effects such as those
caused by THC. Here, several formulations of cannabinoids
are examined using mid-infrared diamond ATR spectroscopy.

cellulose, silicon dioxide, and magnesium stearate). The other
two were medicinal marijuana from different suppliers, designated here as A (liquid from a gel tablet; 8.5 mg THC, 8.5 mg
CBD in coconut oil) and B (paste from a capsule; 0.7 mg THC,
4.3 mg CBD in coconut oil). Small aliquots of the samples were
placed on the ATR crystal. Pressure was applied to compress
the powdered sample against the diamond.

Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows the resulting spectra. The two formulations
from hemp have a band at 3010 cm-1 which is not present in
the marijuana samples. All the samples except the Plus+CBD
Oil™ capsules show a weak band at 3477 cm-1 due to a phenol OH stretch. The Plus+CBD Oil™ capsules are the only formulation that contains cellulose and the broader OH stretch
from cellulose may be masking the phenol OH band. The
Plus+CBD Oil™ capsules also have a strong band at 1047 cm-1
from cellulose. All four samples show the characteristic bands
of cannabinoids around 1624, 1581, 1510, 1462, and 1374 cm-1.

Conclusion
The Harrick DiaMaxATR, high throughput, single reﬂection
ATR is effective at revealing spectral differences among the
medicinally beneﬁcial cannabinoid formulations available on
the market.

Experimental
Infrared spectra were collected on an FT-IR spectrometer
equipped with the Harrick DiaMaxATR™ single-reﬂection
high-throughput diamond ATR accessory. The system was
purged to remove CO2 and water vapor. Spectra were collected at 8 cm-1 resolution and signal averaged over 32 scans. The
spectra were referenced to the clean ATR crystal.
Four formulations were investigated. The capsules and tablets were cut open to examine the enclosed components. Two
of the samples were from hemp: Plus+CBD Oil™ softgels (liquid; 5 mg CBDA/CBD in extra virgin olive oil) and Plus+CBD
Oil™ capsules (powder; 10 mg CBA in modiﬁed food starch,

Reference
1) V. de la Asuncion-Nadal, et. al., Talanta 167, 344–351 (2017).

Harrick Scientiﬁc Products, Inc.
141 Tompkins Ave., Box 277,
Pleasantville, NY 10570
tel. (914) 747-7202, fax (914) 747-7409
Website: www.harricksci.com
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Automation of the SenSATIVAx®
Sample Extraction and PathoSEEK®
or FemINDICAtor™ qPCR Setup
Platforms on the Microlab® NIMBUS®
Heather Ebling*, Ryan Ghan†, and Kristina Klette† *Medicinal Genomics and †Hamilton Company

High-throughput DNA extraction and qPCR setup directly from
cannabis ﬂower on the Microlab NIMBUS
Cannabis testing is critical to the success of growers and
processors. In addition to providing vital information on
product quality and safety while complying with state regulations, certain cannabis tests can help growers to maximize the efﬁciency of their yield prior to harvest. At the
same time, an increased number of samples submitted for
testing, combined with time-consuming manual testing
methods, creates a backlog in the testing laboratory that,
in turn, delays the sale of the crop.
Assay protocols vary widely, and many older methods
are not speciﬁcally validated for use with cannabis samples, are not scalable, and do not include internal cannabis controls to conﬁrm test accuracy. Additionally, labor-intensive protocol steps such as sample preparation
limit sample throughput, and risk error due to human variability and subjective interpretation. Automated cannabis testing methods, using assays speciﬁcally developed
for cannabis testing, can increase throughput and reduce
bottlenecks without sacriﬁcing the quality of results. Here,
we demonstrate automated workﬂows using medicinal
genomics (MGC) assays speciﬁcally developed for cannabis testing. The SenSATIVAx Plant/Microbial DNA Puriﬁcation Kit provides fast, easy isolation of plant and microbial DNA from freshly cut or cured leaf or ﬂower material
without the need for organic extraction, and can be used
to prepare samples for use with the PathoSEEK and FemINDICAtor assays. The PathoSEEK Microbial Safety Testing Platform uses a quantitative polymerase chain reaction
to search for and quantify the unique DNA sequences of
target organisms in cannabis ﬂower, extracts and infused
product samples, and includes an internal cannabis control. The FemINDICAtor qPCR Plant Gender Detection Assay accurately identiﬁes male cannabis plants signiﬁcantly faster and earlier than visual inspections so that growers
can remove them from the crop, thereby improving yields.
The workﬂows were automated on the Microlab NIMBUS
automated liquid handler from Hamilton Robotics (Figure 1). The Microlab NIMBUS utilizes patented pipetting

technology to provide high accuracy and precision in a variety of low-to-medium throughput liquid handling steps
such as aspirating, dispensing, washing, and transferring.
The combined, automated system of assays and equipment signiﬁcantly reduce active labor time compared to
manual methods without negatively impacting results.

Automated Method Features and Key Beneﬁts
The Microlab NIMBUS software was preprogrammed with
the SenSATIVAx, FemINDICAtor, and PathoSEEK workﬂow steps as a standard solution to facilitate user-friendly
operation and reduce operator input errors. The intuitive
User Interface (Figures 2–3) allows for selection of customizable workﬂow options. The user may process between
1–32 samples when running SenSATIVAx and can set up
1–96 qPCR reactions when running either PathoSEEK or
FemINDICAtor. When running qPCR setup (PathoSEEK or
FemINDICAtor), the user can run the full method including both decontamination setup and qPCR setup, or run
either separately. Options selected via the User Interface
will automatically update future User Dialogs that prompt
the user to set up reagents to account for number of samples being processed. A full 32 sample extraction can be
processed in approximately 90 min and a full 96 qPCR reaction can be set up in approximately 30 min compared
to approximately 3 h for the same using manual methods.

Experimental Design and Results
As deﬁned in the SenSATIVAx procedure, 0.25 g of cannabis ﬂower sample was weighed into a Whirl-Pak bag (Nasco
#B01385WA, Fort Atkinson, WI) followed by the addition of
3.55 mL of Tryptic Soy Broth (TSB, MGC #420205). The ﬂower
sample was then manually homogenized for 1 min. Following homogenization, 285 L of the homogenized ﬂower/TSB
mixture was transferred into one well of the extraction plate
(Perkin Elmer #6008290, Waltham, MA). This process was repeated for each of four ﬂower samples tested. The DNA extractions using SenSATIVAx reagents were processed on
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Figure 1: The Microlab NIMBUS Automated Liquid Handler. The
Microlab NIMBUS is equipped with up to eight independent air
displacement pipetting channels for high precision and reliability.
Compressed O-ring expansion (CO-RE) technology creates an airtight seal between the disposable tips and mandrels without using
mechanical force, while barcode provides full sample tracking. A
magnetic stand from Medicinal Genomics was used during DNA
extraction along with various pedestals for plates, reagents, and tips.
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Figure 2: Microlab NIMBUS User Interface qPCR workﬂow selection. Incorporating automated, preprogrammed methods reduces
the amount of time to set up the assay, while also reducing or eliminating user entry errors. Additionally, the automated methods allow
full sample traceability throughout sample processing.

Table I: Detection of total yeast and mold, and total aerobic count PathoSEEK qPCR results
Well
A1
B1
C2
D1
E1
F1
G1
H1
A2
C2
E2
F2
G2
H2
B2
A3
D2
C3

Sample

Processing
Method
NIMBUS
Manual
NIMBUS
Manual
NIMBUS
Manual
NIMBUS
Manual
NIMBUS
NIMBUS
NIMBUS
Manual
NIMBUS
Manual
NIMBUS
Manual
NIMBUS
Manual

Target

Cq

Target

Cq

Bubba Kush
Total yeast and mold
N/A
Cannabis DNA
25.35
Bubba Kush
Total yeast and mold
N/A
Cannabis DNA
25.13
Erk Train
Total yeast and mold
33.85
Cannabis DNA
26.45
Erk Train
Total yeast and mold
33.33
Cannabis DNA
25.55
Harlox
Total yeast and mold
N/A
Cannabis DNA
27.21
Harlox
Total yeast and mold
N/A
Cannabis DNA
26.59
Rugburn OG
Total yeast and mold
N/A
Cannabis DNA
25.80
Rugburn OG
Total yeast and mold
N/A
Cannabis DNA
25.18
TYM Positive Ctrl
Total yeast and mold
11.49
Cannabis DNA
N/A
NTC
Total yeast and mold
N/A
Cannabis DNA
N/A
Bubba Kush
Total aerobic count
37.42
Cannabis DNA
25.44
Bubba Kush
Total aerobic count
N/A
Cannabis DNA
25.13
Erk Train
Total aerobic count
35.00
Cannabis DNA
26.69
Erk Train
Total aerobic count
34.42
Cannabis DNA
25.95
Harlox
Total aerobic count
27.41
Cannabis DNA
27.37
Harlox
Total aerobic count
27.16
Cannabis DNA
26.79
Rugburn OG
Total aerobic count
N/A
Cannabis DNA
25.68
Rugburn OG
Total aerobic count
N/A
Cannabis DNA
25.07
Total Aerobic
NIMBUS
Total aerobic count
12.57
Cannabis DNA
N/A
E3
Positive Ctrl
G3
NTC
NIMBUS
Total aerobic count
N/A
Cannabis DNA
N/A
Microbial detection of total yeast and mold as well as total aerobic count using MGCs PathoSEEK qPCR reagents using manual and
automated methods from multiple ﬂower samples.

the Microlab NIMBUS. After setting up the Microlab NIMBUS deck with necessary reagents and materials, the SenSATIVAx DNA Extraction method was selected from the Method Manager screen, and user and sample information was
input. Microlab NIMBUS then automatically added lysis buffer to the wells and incubated for 2 min. The plate was then
manually placed in a centrifuge to pellet lysed cellular material and trichomes. After returning the plate to the Microlab

NIMBUS deck, the supernatants of each sample were transferred to fresh wells of the extraction plate. MGC binding
buffer was then added to the samples and tip mixed. DNA
from the lysed samples was bound to the beads, and was
then separated via a magnet on the Microlab NIMBUS deck.
The samples were then washed with 70% ethanol to remove
any non-DNA material, and eluted in aqueous buffer. The
puriﬁed DNA was then transferred to separate wells of the
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Table II: Cannabis plant gender detection FemINDICAtor qPCR results
Well

Sample

Target

Cq

Male or Female?

Target

Cq

A1
Male 1
Y Chrom
29.14
M
Cannabis DNA
30.20
B1
Male 2
Y Chrom
30.64
M
Cannabis DNA
31.64
C1
Male 3
Y Chrom
30.66
M
Cannabis DNA
31.48
D1
Female 1
Y Chrom
N/A
F
Cannabis DNA
30.07
E1
Female 2
Y Chrom
38.19
F
Cannabis DNA
26.98
F1
Female 3
Y Chrom
N/A
F
Cannabis DNA
27.89
G1
XY Positive Ctrl
Y Chrom
13.54
N/A
Cannabis DNA
N/A
H1
Neg Control
Y Chrom
N/A
N/A
Cannabis DNA
N/A
Six leaf hole punch samples run using MGCs FemINDICAtor qPCR reagents on the Microlab NIMBUS. A Cq value less than 35 indicates
a male plant.

Table III: Comparison of manual versus automated PathoSEEK qPCR results
Automated or
Fluor
Target
Cq
Fluor
Target
Cq
Manual
Blueberry Cheesecake
Automated
FAM
E. coli
22.34
HEX
Cannabis DNA
27.63
Blueberry Cheesecake
Automated
FAM
E. coli
22.27
HEX
Cannabis DNA
27.51
Blueberry Cheesecake
Automated
FAM
E. coli
22.28
HEX
Cannabis DNA
27.56
Blueberry Cheesecake
Automated
FAM
E. coli
22.24
HEX
Cannabis DNA
27.44
Blueberry Cheesecake
Automated
FAM
E. coli
22.34
HEX
Cannabis DNA
27.66
Blueberry Cheesecake
Manual
FAM
E. coli
21.60
HEX
Cannabis DNA
26.92
Blueberry Cheesecake
Manual
FAM
E. coli
21.54
HEX
Cannabis DNA
27.06
Blueberry Cheesecake
Manual
FAM
E. coli
21.70
HEX
Cannabis DNA
27.44
Blueberry Cheesecake
Manual
FAM
E. coli
22.05
HEX
Cannabis DNA
27.61
Blueberry Cheesecake
Manual
FAM
E. coli
21.97
HEX
Cannabis DNA
27.34
Positive Control
Automated
FAM
E. coli
14.27
HEX
Cannabis DNA
N/A
Negative Control
Automated
FAM
E. coli
N/A
HEX
Cannabis DNA
N/A
When comparing cycle quantiﬁcation (Cq) values obtained from identical homogenized sample via manual and automated methods,
consistency among results is seen in line with expectations. Results from automated methods are reliable and robust, with lesser variability observed between technical replicates.
Sample

Figure 3: Microlab NIMBUS User Interface indicating MGC PathoSEEK qPCR Master Mix Reagent set up volumes and instructions. Automated methods using preprogrammed steps can reduce or eliminate human errors and variability while automatically scaling volumes
to meet any throughput needs.

extraction plate for subsequent assay analysis. Four ﬂower
samples were also processed manually. Samples were then
tested for total yeast and mold and total aerobic bacteria
contamination via qPCR using the PathoSEEK qPCR Master
Kit, Total Aerobic detection assay and Total Yeast and Mold
detection assay. Total Yeast and Mold and Total Aerobic

Count assay master mixes and positive controls were prepared by the user and added to the Microlab NIMBUS deck
when prompted. DNA samples and positive and negative
controls were automatically transferred to a clean qPCR microplate followed by prepared qPCR master mixes, which
include assay speciﬁc primers. Samples were automatically mixed then placed in the Bio-Rad CFX96™ Real-Time
PCR Detection System (Hercules, CA) for qPCR analysis.
See Table I for the results. For testing FemINDICAtor, three
known male and three known female plant leaves were hole
punched using a 4.0 mm biopsy punch (Integra LifeSciences Corporation, #33-34-P/25, Plainsboro, NJ). Each sample
punch was transferred to a 96 well PCR plate (USA Scientiﬁ c 1402-9300, Ocala, FL). The DNA extraction using SenSATIVAx Flower/Leaf DNA Extraction Kit was then processed
on the Microlab NIMBUS using the procedure outline above
adapted to plant leaves. The samples were decontaminated
following the assay kit manufacturer’s recommended protocol, followed by addition of prepared qPCR master mix
which includes assay detection primers. The samples were
mixed, then placed in the qPCR instrument to test for the
presence or absence of Y chromosome DNA. See Table II for
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Figure 4: Manual versus automated SenSATIVAx, PathoSEEK, and FemINDICAtor assay workﬂows. Comparison of manual versus automated
SenSATIVAx DNA extraction protocol and the PathoSEEK and FemINDICAtor qPCR setup steps and processing times. Up to 32 sample extractions
are processed, and 96 qPCR reactions are set up, in a total of approximately 2 h using the automated workﬂow, compared to 6 h total using manual
methods to perform the same number of samples. In addition to facilitating faster time to results, the hands-free automated methods allow users
to reallocate their time to other tasks while the samples are processed.

results. Finally, a comparison of manual versus automated
qPCR workﬂows were assessed for repeatability in sample
handling. Identical homogenized ﬂower sample was extracted ﬁve times manually and on the Microlab NIMBUS using
the SenSATIVAx assay kits. Puriﬁed DNA samples were then
processed using the PathoSEEK assay kit to detect E. coli
and cannabis DNA primer target sequences, similarly as was
done above following the manufacturer’s recommended
protocol. See Table III for results.

Heather Ebling, Senior Application Scientist, Medicinal
Genomics, 8 Cabot Road, Suite 2000 Woburn, MA 01801.
Email: heather.ebling@medicinalgenomics.com
Website: medicinalgenomics.com
Telephone: (866) 574-3582

Conclusion

©2018 Hamilton Company. All rights reserved. All other trademarks

The Medicinal Genomics SenSATIVAx DNA Puriﬁcation
Kits, PathoSEEK Microbial Safety Tests, and FemINDICAtor sex testing kits automated on the Microlab NIMBUS
liquid handling platform provide a robust, ﬂexible, and
efﬁcient DNA extraction and qPCR set up workﬂow in
less time than manual methods. Thirty-two samples can
be extracted, and a full 96-well plate of qPCR reactions
can be set up in approximately 66% less time than manual methods without sacriﬁcing sample results. The intuitive
user interfaces guide the user through the setup process,
which allows for seamless set up and method execution
without errors or variability from user-to-user, or run-torun. The combined automated solution allows testing labs

to quickly and accurately deliver results to their customers
while maximizing time and labor resources.

Partner Contact Information

are owned and/or registered by Hamilton Company in the U.S. and/
or other countries.

Hamilton Company
4970 Energy Way, Reno, Nevada 89502
tel: (775) 858-3000, fax: (775) 856-7259
website: www.hamiltoncompany.com
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High-Sensitivity Potency Testing
in Cannabis Extracts
Craig Young, Shimadzu Scientiﬁc Instruments

Cannabis testing laboratories typically analyze for 5 to 10 of the most common cannabinoids. This
method targets 11 cannabinoids, including THCV, with an instrument cycle time of less than 10 min. The
high efﬁciency chromatography produces sharp chromatographic peaks for the best overall sensitivity.
Medical marijuana is often characterized by higher levels of
CBD and lower levels of THC. The therapeutic CBD is desirable for medicinal effect but the psychoactive THC may
be unnecessary and even undesirable for some patients.
Pain mitigation, reduced severity of nausea, and seizures
are some of the therapeutic beneﬁts reported by medical
cannabis patients. This THC/CBD ratio information is of primary importance to the medical personnel prescribing cannabis for medicinal purposes. The 10 primary cannabinoids
of interest are THCA, d9-THC, d8-THC, CBD, CBDA, CBDV,
CBC, CBN, CBG, and CBGA. However, many laboratories
also want to analyze for THCV (a difﬁcult-to-resolve target)
because, while it is a relatively minor component, its role
may be pronounced. The turnkey Cannabis Analyzer for Potency allows quantitative analysis of these 11 components
in less than 10 min.

Experimental Conditions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Column Particle Characteristics: SPP, 2.7 μm
Column Format: 150 × 4.6 mm
Column Chemistry: C18
Mobile Phase A: 0.085% phosphoric acid in water
Mobile Phase B: 0.085% phosphoric acid in acetonitrile
Pump Elution Mode: Gradient
Detector Wavelength: 220 nm
Cycle Time: 10 min

Table I: Quantitative result of ﬂower sample
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
Potency

Compounds

Conc. (mg/L)

wt %

THCV
CBD
CBG
CBDA
CBGA
CBN
D9-THC
D8-THC
CBC
THCA
CBDV

0.28
0.491
0.53
0.715
0.816
1.501
11.894
ND
0.65
18.915
ND

0.05
0.09
0.11
0.14
0.16
0.3
2.38
ND
0.13
3.78
ND
5.70%

Figure 1: Overlay of THC-rich ﬂower extract and 10 mg/L standard mixture.

Results and Discussion
The purpose of this analysis represents a compromise between sample throughput and resolving power. Quantitative analysis of THCV is mandatory. A superﬁcially porous
particle (SPP) column with 2.7 μm particle size was chosen
for increased efﬁciency, yet with greatly reduced back pressure. This provided reduced run times, narrow peaks, high
repeatability, high reproducibility, and method ruggedness.

Conclusion
There are various analysis goals when analyzing for cannabis
potency. This application illustrates a high-sensitivity method designed to detect THCV. Modiﬁcations to methods
can be made for higher throughput or resolution. In each
case, the analyst must compromise on questions of sample
throughput and resolution of target peaks while ensuring
accurate quantitation.
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The Grass Isn’t Always
Greener: Removal of
Purple Pigmentation
from Cannabis Using
QuEChERS Extraction
and Chloroﬁltr®
dSPE Cleanup

69

Figure 1: Cannabis strains used (clockwise from top left): Agent
Orange, Tahoe OG, Blue Skunk, Grand Daddy, and Grape Drink.

Danielle Mackowsky, UCT, LLC

Cannabis testing laboratories have the challenge of removing a variety of unwanted matrix components from
plant material prior to running extracts on their LC–MS/MS
or GC–MS. The complexity of the cannabis plant presents
additional analytical challenges that do not need to be
accounted for in other agricultural products. While novel
methods have been developed for the removal of chlorophyll, few sample preparation methods, if any, have been
devoted to removal of other colored pigments from other
popular cannabis strains.
Extraction/Analytical Materials
ECMSSC50CT-MP

ECQUSF54CT

50-mL centrifuge tubes and
mylar pouches containing
4 g MgSO 4 and 1 g NaCl
SpinFiltr™ dSPE cleanup tube
150 mg MgSO 4, 50 mg PSA, 50 mg
C18, and 50 mg ChloroFiltr ®

SLAQC18100ID21-3UM

Selectra® Aqueous C18 HPLC column
100 × 2.1 mm, 3 μm

SLAQC18GDC20-3UM

Selectra® Aqueous C18 guard column
10 × 2.1 mm, 3 μm

Figure 2: Cannabis samples following QuEChERS extraction.

Column: UCT Selectra® Aqueous C18 HPLC
Column - 100 × 2.1 mm, 3 μm
Guard Column: UCT Selectra® Aqueous C18 Guard
Column - 10 × 2.1 mm, 3 μm
Injection Volume: 5 μL
Mobile Phase A: D.I. H2O + 5 mM NH4HCO2
+ 0.1% formic acid
Mobile Phase B: MEOH + 5 mM NH4HCO2
+ 0.1% formic acid
Column Flow rate: 0.30 mL/min

Conclusion
Procedure
Sample Extraction
a) Add 1 g of cannabis + 10 mL H2O
b) Vortex brieﬂy and hydrate for 10 min.
c) Add 10 mL ACN + 2% formic acid + the
QuEChERS extraction salts from the Mylar pouch
(ECMSSC50CT-MP) to the 50-mL tube, and shake
vigorously for 1 min manually or using a Spex
2010 Geno-Grinder at 1000 strokes/min.
d) Centrifuge at ≥3000 rcf for 5 min.
e) Transfer 1 mL supernatant to
SpinFiltr™ dSPE cleanup tube.
f) Vortex for 30 s and centrifuge at ≥3000 rcf for 2 min.

A blend of MgSO4, C18, PSA, and Chloroﬁltr ® allowed for
the most effective sample clean up, without loss of pesticides and mycotoxins, for all cannabis samples tested. Average recovery of the 48 pesticides and four mycotoxins
using the selected dSPE blend was 75.6% where as the average recovery when including GCB instead of Chloroﬁltr ® was 67.6%. Regardless of the sample’s original pigmentation, this blend successfully removed both chlorophyll
and purple hues from all strains tested. The other six dSPE
blends evaluated were unable to provide the sample clean
up needed or had previously demonstrated to be detrimental to the recovery of pesticides routinely analyzed for
in cannabis.

g) Transfer puriﬁed and ﬁltered extract
into autosampler vial for analysis.

UCT, LLC

Instrumental
LC–MS/MS: Thermo Scientiﬁc™ Dionex™ Ultimate™3000
UHPLC and TSQ Vantage™ (MS/MS)
www.CannabisScienceTech.com

2731 Bartram Rd, Bristol, PA 19007
tel: (800) 385-3153
Website: www.unitedchem.com
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Cannabis Crosssroads

The Evolution of Cannabis
Quality Control Testing
Cannabis laboratory testing has evolved from a garage “pot science” to a multimillion-dollar industry in a very
short time span. Recently, I sat down with Lori Glauser, Co-Founder, COO, and Director of EVIO Labs, and
Chris Martinez, President of EVIO Labs Florida, to discuss what lies ahead for cannabis quality control testing.
Josh Crossney

Could you please introduce
EVIO Labs to our readers? How
many laboratory locations
does EVIO have now?
Lori Glauser: EVIO Labs has quickly
become a national provider of
accredited cannabis testing, providing
high quality analytical and consulting
services for the cannabis industry.
We currently have eight operating
laboratories in ﬁve states. We have

several additional laboratories in
various stages of development, and are
working toward our goal of opening 18
locations by the end of 2018.
What are the challenges of working
in different states? How do you
handle those challenges?
Glauser: Each cannabis-legal state
has unique and evolving regulations.
As a multistate operator, we work
to standardize our methods across
labs and across states, and building
our business to efﬁciently meet the
needs of all the states rules can be
challenging. So far, no two states’
testing requirements are identical. It
is imperative for us to stay abreast of
the regulatory changes in each state
we work in, and also keep an eye on
regulatory changes in states where we
don’t yet have labs to establish where
we want to go next. We anticipate that
testing regulations will converge in the
future, and we will be prepared to meet
a future national standard.
When I think about the evolution of
cannabis science, EVIO Labs comes to
mind. EVIO has expanded operations
and
invested
in
credentialed,
knowledgeable staff, and worldclass analytical instrumentation. How
is EVIO evolving cannabis testing?
Chris Martinez: EVIO Labs Florida is
evolving the cannabis testing landscape
by bringing together numerous
laboratory partners dedicated to
providing clients with consistent
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high-quality cannabis analytical services
backed by quality assurance and
consulting services supported by the
expertise of an extensive network of
industry professionals. Our clients gain
access to a unique network of published
research scientists, content experts,
consulting partners, and business
leaders to accomplish the needs of even
the most complex projects.
What types of certiﬁcations and
accreditations does EVIO Labs have?
Glauser: All of our laboratories are either
currently accredited or are seeking
accreditation in their respective states.
Our Oregon locations are accredited by
the Oregon Environmental Laboratory
Accreditation Program (ORELAP). Our
laboratories in Colorado and Florida
have been accredited to the ISO 17025
standard, and we are currently going
through the accreditation process in our
California and Massachusetts locations.
Our Berkeley, California, location
currently has a temporary license by
the Bureau of Cannabis Control, and
we are building out our Orange County
location now, with expected licensing
this spring.
This interview has been edited for
length and clarity. Lori Glauser and
Chris Martinez have more to say on the
subject of quality control for cannabis
testing laboratories and accreditation,
for the rest of this interview please
visit www.cannabissciencetech.com/
articles/cannabis-crossroads-evio.
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I

am honored to contribute to this inaugural edition of Cannabis Science
and Technology! It is my great pleasure to feature an interview-style article
in each issue, where I will introduce you
to cannabis science mavens and cover a diverse range of important topics. For this ﬁrst installment, I focused
on a cornerstone of cannabis science—
cannabis quality control (QC) testing
laboratories, and their evolution during the past decade. Cannabis laboratory testing has evolved from a garage
“pot science” to a multimillion-dollar industry in a very short time span. There
are many companies that have played
important roles in catalyzing cannabis
science. Laboratories like Steep Hill,
Trace Analytics, Nordic Labs, and EVIO
Labs come to mind as leaders instilling
quality in laboratory testing. Recently, I
sat down with Lori Glauser, Co-Founder, COO, and Director of EVIO Labs,
and Chris Martinez, President of EVIO
Labs Florida, to discuss EVIO as well
as what lies ahead for cannabis quality control testing.
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RETSCH Mills
for Cannabis Sample
Preparation
RETSCH GRINDOMIX Knife Mills
The new GRINDOMIX GM 200
and GM 300 Knife Mills are
designed to take on very dif¿FXOW VDPSOHV ZLWK PDWHULDO
SURSHUWLHVWKDWDUHGLϒFXOWIRU
conventional sample prep milling systems to handle. High
moisture, fat, starch, and high
heterogeneity of sample components can all be processed
in the GM Knife Mill units to
homogeneous sample; thus,
making them ideal for preparing
cannabis samples for analysis.

NEW

www.retsch.com/gm

RETSCH CryoMill
The CryoMill is designed to
process samples under constant cryogenic temperatures
with an integrated LN2 connection to the unit to ensure
constant temperatures and
operator safety. For sample
preparation procedures of materials where heat generation
compromises analysis, such as
analysis of volatile components
as pesticides, the CryoMill is
ideal. Additionally, the CryoMill
also serves as a tool to process
IDWW\ DQG VXJDU¿OOHG HGLEOH
samples such as gummy bears
and candies in order to obtain a
homogeneous powder.
www.retsch.com/cryomill

Mills, Grinders &
Sieve Shakers
If you are looking for a complete line
of products for sample preparation
and particle analysis, look no further
than RETSCH.

RETSCH Cutting Mill SM 300
The SM 300 Cutting Mill is designed to pre-grind initial lab
samples that have particle sizHVWKDWDUHWRRODUJHWR¿WLQWR
a conventional mill for sample
preparation. For the cannabis
industry, the unit is well-suited for the task of processing
buds, stalks, and can even be
used for homogenizing waste
material for disposal. With a
large infeed hopper, collection
canisters, and optional cyclone
collection system for dust mitigation and lower heat generation, the SM 300 Cutting Mill can
handle your pre-grinding needs.
www.retsch.com/sm300

Q Mills and grinders for all
solid sample types
Q Widest range of sieve shakers
in the market
Q Fast, reproducible results
every time
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